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Torch song trilogies
Beacons of recovery, Olympic flames and the perennial expectations foisted
on the England football team merge together this summer in a topical
soup of highs and lows, joy and despair, driving ambition and enervating
disappointment.
For recovery champions, the Olympics are potentially a fraught role model.
For all the pomp and circumstance and high ideals, the Games are ultimately
about winners, not those who try. Nobody remembers who came second, who
stood a head lower on that podium.
More helpful, was the uniquely low set bar of expectation for England at
Euro 2012. There was a flicker when we came through the Group Stage – could
we beat Italy, and then get past the Germans? But it was not to be; hopes not
so much dashed as slowly melted. There were no public recriminations; the
whistle blew on the blame-game even before it started.
It may well be that within the treatment system there has been an element
of collusion between clients and workers that has conspired to under-estimate
the degree to which the recovery capital of individuals could be developed,
given the right circumstances. But in any revolution, there is always the
danger of over-compensation before a balance is found. By all means, we
should be helping those in recovery realise potentials battered out of sight
by years of trauma. But expectations should be reasonable, nobody should be
made to feel bad through relapse, and proper support should be in place for
everybody, especially those whose lapses are most public. This is about trying.
It isn’t the Olympic Games.
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NEWS
n Lord Henley restates drug strategy
Speaking to a packed meeting of the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Drugs,
the Home Office minister Lord Henley’s
headline statement was to confirm that
the government remained committed
to a balanced approach to delivering
a recovery-focused strategy. He was
responding to concerns expressed
over the publication of the document
produced by the Inter-Ministerial Group
on Drugs which, with its emphasis
on abstinence-based ‘full recovery’
suggested a change in government policy.
Lord Henley said that the document was
only intended to add some detail to the
2010 Strategy and that the government
had not changed in its view that recovery
was self-determined and that all the
current services around harm reduction
remained an important part of the
recovery journey.

Addiction experts confirm role
of medically-assisted recovery

n Price of freedom
The prospect for democratic reforms in
Myanmar has brought in its wake an
unexpected surge in drug production
and trafficking, reports The New York
Times. In order to push ahead with
the reform agenda, President Thein Sa
cannot afford to alienate well-armed
ethnic groups who occupy the borders
with Thailand and Laos – the famed
‘Golden Triangle’ – where huge quantities
of methamphetamine are produced
annually. Not only does the government
have to woo the border communities, but
less government action in the lawless
regions have freed up the community
fighters for the production of drugs.

n Hello ferret, goodbye dog?
The sight of dogs sniffing through
luggage for drugs and explosives at
airports could become a thing of the past.
Professor Ken Grattan of City University
told the BBC News Magazine, ‘like
humans, dogs get tired, they get bored,
they need breaks every so often’. Instead,
his team is working on a sensor-mounted
robot called the cargo-screening ferret
which they claim is better than a dog at
sniffing out drugs. However, the ferret
has drawbacks; it can only sniff out what
it is programmed to detect and it has
trouble telling the difference between
combinations of smells. So there is
probably life in the old dog yet.
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After a two-year study, a panel of
addiction specialists has underlined
the value of opiate substitution therapy
(OST) as a part of the recovery journey,
but emphasised that the days of
unmonitored prescribing are over.
The Recovery Oriented Drug
Treatment Expert Group, chaired by
Professor John Strang of the National
Addiction Centre, was set up in response
to the 2010 drug strategy which said that
there were too many people receiving
indefinite prescriptions without regular
review and access to other psycho-social
interventions.
The report stated that “well-delivered
OST provides a platform of stability
and safety that protects people and
creates the time and space for them
to move forward in their personal
recovery journeys…[and that]…the drug
strategy is clear that medication-assisted
recovery can and does happen.”
The issue really for the Group was to
help establish a climate where it is no
longer acceptable for the therapeutic
relationship between service users and
workers to be limited to the handing
over of prescriptions without any proper
clinical review or proactive moves on
the part of service to encourage clients
further along the road to recovery.
To this end, the Group emphasised
the need for services to be working

within a recovery-oriented framework
of service delivery. What this means in
practice is there needs to be a formally
articulated shared staff vision of
recovery supported by strong leadership.
From this should flow properly assessed
treatment interventions that are tailored
to individual need and a therapeutic
climate of optimism that encourages
change which includes the tracking of
improvements to help boost individual
self-esteem.
But the Group also recognised that
treatment services alone cannot deliver
recovery and that if the ambitions
of recovery are to be achieved, then
services have to foster much closer
working relationships with the worlds of
employment, housing and mutual aid.
Yet even though the Group comprised
a range of experts from both the
statutory and voluntary sectors, was
demonstrably evidence-based and
supports the aims and ambitions of the
drug strategy – the acknowledgement
that OST has any role at all in recovery
remains unpalatable for some. At the
recent All Party Parliamentary Group
meeting on drugs, one provider of
abstinence-based services called the
report ‘a step backwards’, while it was
welcomed by a London-based service
user representative.

NEWS
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Survey of drugs in the workplace has
‘clear conflict of interest’

Nursing Times (NT) has accused a drugtesting firm of producing a survey on
the prevalence of drug use among
the workforce which ‘has important
drawbacks and a clear conflict of
interest’. The article goes on to state
that ‘the results should not be accepted
at face value until further research has
confirmed or contested them’ .
The company Concateno received
widespread publicity for a survey it

published based on tests it had carried
out on 1.6 million workers from 20072011. The survey claimed that there
had been a 43% rise in drug use among
employed people during that time.
NT had a number of criticisms of the
study including:
• Very little detail about the people who
were tested, meaning that it would be
impossible to determine whether or
not this was a representative sample

of the workforce;
• In claiming the 43% increase, no way
of comparing the 2007 workforce with
that tested in 2011;
• No randomised control study to
confirm the findings from one
company that claimed drug testing
reduced positive drug tests;
• No information on how many false
positives were recorded.
The NT was also scathing of media
coverage of the survey. It accused
news outlets of not only reporting the
data uncritically, but misreading the
information (for example, by no means
were all the drugs detected Class A
drugs as The Guardian claimed). Another
unsubstantiated claim was that finding
drugs in the body during workplace
testing meant that large numbers of
employees were intoxicated on duty.

Letter to the Editor

Alcohol Strategy lacking in vision
In the 400 plus words of David Cameron’s foreword
Government’s Alcohol Strategy, there is no reference to the
need to treat people who are dependent on alcohol, while at
the same time he is careful to say that pubs will not be affected
by measures on unit pricing.
This approach is reflected in the strategy as a whole. The
word “dependency” appears 3 times, crime over 30...over 40 if
you add in “disorder”. Meanwhile “treatment” gets a mere 17
mentions and “liver disease” only 8. The issue of supporting
people to change unhealthy, potentially fatal drinking patterns
gets 7 out of the 32 pages.
It is impossible to read this document without reaching
the conclusion that the Government’s focus is on quelling
what it sees as irresponsibility. This by making alcohol less
available to those who may misbehave when they have been
drinking it and using enforcement measures to deal with that
misbehaviour.
Heineken, ASDA and Diageo are all praised by name. No
treatment or prevention agencies get the same consideration.
Ultimately this is what we might have expected from a
Home Office alcohol strategy but, by adopting it as their overall
response to the UK’s difficulties with alcohol the Government
misses some key issues.

We might aspire to understand why there are so many
alcohol dependent people in the UK now. We know that the
problem bridges class and community – price is not the only
issue in their increase. There is a narrow focus on the nuisance
that derives from alcohol fuelled crime and disorder, the
negative effect that alcohol has on millions of people behind
closed doors gets little attention.
If the sole concern is to stop town centre punch ups and
urinating in shop doorways then this strategy could be highly
effective. If we want to reduce alcohol related harm overall;
dependency, early mortality, absenteeism, domestic violence,
familial problems and liberal societal attitudes to drunkenness
for example, we will need a bit more vision.

Bill Puddicombe
Chief Executive
Equinox

Druglink welcomes letters to the Editor. These may be edited
for length. We do not publish anonymous letters unless the
author’s details are known by the Editor.
Please email Harry Shapiro at harrys@drugscope.org.uk
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NEWS Analysis

Worlds Apart
Two world drug reports from two
very different world views of drugs.
By David Ader

Two reports have been published
simultaneously, both examining the
global situation on drugs. But you would
be forgiven for thinking they arise from
worlds in a parallel universe, so different
are their respective analyses. The first
is the World Drug Report 2012, produced
by the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC), while the other is
the Alternative World Drug Report (AR)
produced by Counting The Costs, a
collaboration between Transform Drug
Policy Foundation and several other
organisations.
The UNODC report is largely
descriptive, providing information and
statistics regarding drug consumption
and production, drug market prices and
trends, seized drugs and supply routes,
and making projections for levels of
future use. In contrast, the AR styles
itself as a response to the UNODC, a
description of the harms caused by drug
law enforcement policies, and thus an
argument against the ‘War on Drugs’.
The AR identifies seven key
areas where it argues that drug law
enforcement is causing serious harm,
including ‘Wasting billions, undermining
economies’, ‘Creating crime and
enriching criminals’, and ‘Threatening
public health, spreading disease’. In
each of these areas, they set out what
harms are occurring and why the ‘War
on Drugs’ is causing or exacerbating the
problem – for example that cracking
down on supply simply increases prices
and tilts ‘the market toward more potent
and more profitable drugs’.
The final section of the AR offers and
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discusses alternative frameworks for
drug policy, including; further ramping
up law enforcement, with harsher
penalties and increased effort on
combating supply; a gentler reform of
drug policy, to include more investment
on evidence-based prevention and
harm reduction; and approaches based
around either decriminalisation or full
legalisation of drug use and/or supply.

you would be
forgiven for
thinking they arise
from worlds in a
parallel universe
The UNODC report also details much of
the harms caused to society by drugs, in
many of the same areas as the AR. Not
surprisingly, though, the most striking
contrast between the two reports is their
diagnosis of the cause of all these harms,
and what action to take in future. The
UNODC argues that ‘the international
drug control system appears to have
kept the consumption of illegal drugs
well below the levels reported for legal
psychoactive substances’, and notes that
globally ten times more people have
used nicotine in the last month than
illicit drugs and eight times more people
have used alcohol. The AR counters with
the assertion that there is ‘little evidence
of a deterrent effect’.
The UNODC, while claiming that
proactive enforcement has kept

consumption lower, also acknowledges
the high cost of drug-related crime, but
does not consider the issue of whether
these costs could be partly attributed to
the law enforcement effort itself. There
is, in fact, much less discussion of policy
in the UNODC report than in the AR – for
example, both raise the concern of new
drugs emerging as a result of efforts to
crack down on production and supply.
While the AR suggests that this could be
avoided through moving away from the
‘War on Drugs’ approach, the UNODC
report simply notes the existence of the
problem.
These differences come to a head in
discussions about the future. The AR
asserts ‘a clear and urgent need’ for a
significant change in our approach to
drug enforcement, based on evidence
and analysis of the problem. Yury
Fedotov, Executive Director of UNODC,
says in the preface to his report, however,
that enforcement must continue, and
stresses the importance of continuing
with the current UN convention-based
approach, based on strong, international
co-operation.
For Transform, Release and other proreform organisations, the advent of the
Global Commission on Drugs, the public
statements of some Latin American
leaders and the acknowledgement by
Barack Obama that the reform debate
is valid, represents a tipping point in
the battle to turn back ‘the drug wars’.
For the UNODC, on the other hand, it is
business as usual.

n David Ader is a DrugScope intern

Illustration based on original
image by tj.blackwell

NEWS focus

Manchester Dis-United
Allegations of chaos and disruption have attended the
reconfiguration of the city’s drug services. By Jeremy Sare
Following a retendering process, Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS
Foundation Trust which had been
providing the drug services for
Manchester, lost the whole contract to
three third sector providers; Lifeline, CRI
and ADS.
Some degree of uncertainty was
inevitable as the fall-out from such a
major change, but those close to the
situation claim that the transitional
arrangements have not been thought
through causing confusion and anxiety
among drug workers, administrators and
the drug users themselves. One
Manchester drug worker, who wished to
remain anonymous, described the
current episode as, “the darkest time in
my career.”
Manchester City Council says it has
‘streamlined’ the number of service
providers “to improve accountability and
lessen duplication” and claimed to be
“unaware” of any problems with the
transfer of services. Councillor Glynn
Evans, executive member for Adults
Health and Wellbeing in Manchester said,
“We are working with all our partners to
ensure that there is a smooth transition
to minimise the impact on residents.”
However, a memo in June from
Michael Cragg, a senior substance misuse
practitioner, to one Manchester City
Councillor, detailed a catalogue of
unresolved issues, many of which
appeared fundamental to safe service
provision. Mr Cragg pleaded for a three
month extension to the current
commissioning arrangements and
warned to proceed immediately with the

transfer would mean, “At best, clients,
communities and staff will suffer from
unnecessary disruption – at worst lives
will be lost.”
There has also been criticism of the
quality and timeliness of the information
communicated to drug workers during
the handover. They fear their experience
and expertise risks being lost in the
battle for budgets and new business. In
the interregnum, drug workers report
some drug users being issued with
double prescriptions (a monthly amount)
of methadone which increases the risk of
diversion and overdose.

One worker described
the current episode
as, “the darkest time
in my career”
However, a spokeswoman for the Council
flatly denied this, saying, “no-one will be
issued with more than their prescribed
dose of medication for their substance
misuse problem”.
Annette Dale-Perera, is Strategic
Director of Addiction and Offender Care
for Central & North West London NHS
Foundation Trust and was formerly
Director of Quality at the National
Treatment Agency. She has witnessed a
considerable number of re-tenders and
transfers of service and said, “Retendering is a stressful and resource
intensive process which can impact
negatively on providers and service users
alike.

“There are a great many shortcomings
on the way incoming and outgoing
service providers are able to prepare for
new contracts. For example, incoming
providers may have no premises; it is
very common for incoming providers not
to reveal their ‘model’ until contract has
commenced, citing commercial
confidentiality, but resulting in
uncertainty and disarray for outgoing
services and service users. It is common
to have longer prescriptions issued as no
one has any information about the
incoming system”.
The experience of Manchester
highlights a wider issue felt in many
regions as Councils seek better value for
money and dispense with their
longstanding delivery partners. Some of
the details of the transfers can sound
bureaucratic, but the impact on the
ground means great upheaval for staff
and increased risk for the clients. For
example, transferring client data through
NHS records to voluntary providers is not
permitted unless the providers have NHS
Information Governance Toolkit
compliance. It would appear most do not,
which then would require a summary to
be written on every client prior to
transfer. That would amount to a
substantial task for the outgoing provider
and there would be a loss of continuity of
record for clients.
An ironic postscript to the story is that
the same Manchester NHS Trust has just
won the contract to carry out the same
functions for Cumbria.

n Jeremy Sare is a freelance journalist
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“Rock-star amounts – at
pocket-money prices”
The ban on mephedrone has done little to reduce its popularity
– with some areas witnessing a marked upswing in use – and
incidents of self-harm. By Mike Power

Although mephedrone was controlled
as a Class B drug in 2010, its use would
appear to be increasing in some areas
according to frontline drugs workers.
Now available for as little as £5 a gram,
half the pre-ban price, it is even sold
in single lines, says Steve Kay, Head of
Integrated Youth Support services at
North-East Lincolnshire Council.
“And we’re not an isolated case,”
said Kay. “It’s still being used over
Yorkshire, Humber, Hull and Grimsby.
It’s just another street drug now. Use has
certainly increased since the ban.” One
drugs support service reported that in
January one-in-five of its referrals were
mephedrone-related. Today, all of them
are.
Mephedrone first hit the headlines in
2009 – it was cheap and legal, just a point
and click away on the internet. It not
only appealed to those who would not
normally dabble in illegal drugs, but with
cocaine and ecstasy quality at a low ebb,
the potency of the new drug meant its
popularity grew rapidly, spread by wordof-mouth and online recommendations.
Since then many more new drugs are
now available, though none have gained
the traction on the scene of mephedrone.
In north-east Lincolnshire, Dave Cole,
Manager of the North East Substance
Team, says the drug is so popular that a
multi-agency response was devised to
tackle a surge in young people’s referrals
for problematic use of the drug.
“The problem is, they’re doing rock
star doses – at pocket-money prices,”
said Cole. “Some users have reported
doing eight grams in a day, and then the
same the following day.”
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The drug lends itself to compulsive
use because the high it gives is intense
and brief. 4-MMC, the chemical name for
the compound, is highly water-soluble,
meaning it hits hard and fast and is
metabolised equally quickly, leaving only
undesired peripheral effects including a
racing heart, long after the euphoric hit
fades.

One drugs support
service reported that
in January one-in-five
of its referrals were
mephedrone-related.
Today, all of them are
There have been 20 local admissions to
A&E of users in north-east Lincolnshire
suffering from the effects of these large
doses, said Cole, with many of those

admitted attempting self-harm or even
suicide on the comedown from the drug,
which users say can prompt extreme
anxiety and paranoia.
Mephedrone’s popularity is not
isolated to pockets of the UK; the recent
British Crime Survey ranked the drug as
4th most popular – on a par with Ecstasy
– in the 16-24 age group.
A report in June by Lancaster
University criminologist Fiona Measham,
along with colleagues from Kings
College London, Guys and St Thomas’
NHS Foundation Trust and Kings Health
Partners, surveyed 313 individuals over
four nights in nightclubs for gay men in
south-east London last summer.
Researchers found that 41% of those
interviewed had used the drug on that
night, indicating that of the new drugs
available, again only mephedrone has
established a foothold in the clubbing
scene.
Although the drug is not now being
sold in headshops or on dozens of
websites, many dealers are offering it
alongside traditional drugs. Supplies of
mephedrone dried up briefly in the UK
following the ban in the EU and China,
where all mephedrone was originally
synthesised.
When the mephedrone trade was
squeezed out of China, the slack was
quickly taken up by Indian firms in 2010.
The well-established Indian chemical
industry has less oversight than its
Chinese counterpart, and for decades
has produced much of the ketamine
used in the UK and Europe.

n Mike Power is a freelance journalist
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inside

Response to Effective Community
Sentencing consultation
DrugScope has recently responded to the Ministry of Justice
Consultation on Punishment and Reform: Effective Community
Sentences. The full consultation response can be found in
the DrugScope Latest section of the DrugScope website.
Many of the issues raised in this consultation are of direct
relevance for our members, such as the effective sentencing
of offenders with drug and alcohol problems and the role
of sentencing in reducing drug and alcohol-related (re)
offending.
DrugScope welcomed the recognition in the consultation
of the high proportion of offenders with substance misuse
issues and of the critical role of effective sentencing in
addressing these problems. In response to the principle
of ‘community payback’, DrugScope recognises that it can
be positive for offenders to ‘payback’ to victims and the
community, and our experience is that ‘reparation’ (in
the sense of facing up to the impact of your actions and
‘making amends’) can play a role in recovery from drug and
alcohol dependency. However, we expressed concern that
community work could be developed primarily as a form of
punishment, to the exclusion of a focus on reparation and
building skills to support social reintegration.

A new LDAN
website...
As a London-wide membership
network representing the interests
of treatment providers, the London
Drug and Alcohol Network (LDAN) is
uniquely placed to influence policy
and practice across the capital. The
network merged with DrugScope
in 2009, combining expertise and
resources while retaining LDAN’s
distinct identity and position. LDAN
has recently relaunched its website;
check it out to download the latest
LDAN newsletter, briefings and
reports, and information on projects
and forums run by the organisation
(e.g., domestic violence, employment
and homelessness), as well as how to
join as a member. You can access the
website at www.ldan.org.uk

One of the key issues in DrugScope’s response to the
consultation focused on whether the four components
of Intensive Community Punishment outlined in the
consultation document could drive out rehabilitative
components in sentencing, including drug and alcohol
treatment. The four components are community payback,
increasing the scope of curfews, driving bans and greater
scope for fines – these are robust and demanding, and
the courts may find that the addition of rehabilitative
requirements is inconsistent with proportionality.
DrugScope informed the Ministry of Justice that further
consideration of this issue, and guidance for sentencers,
would be welcomed.
Finally, DrugScope reminded the Ministry of Justice that
making sentences more punitive does not mean that they
will necessarily be more effective in protecting the public by
reducing re-offending.

For further information about DrugScope’s response to the
Effective Community Sentences consultation, contact our
Director of Policy and Membership, Dr Marcus Roberts:
marcusr@drugscope.org.uk

...a revamped
LDAN membership
package...
LDAN has announced a revamped
membership package, at a much
reduced rate, to coincide with the
launch of the new LDAN website.
Annual membership now costs only
£50 for individuals and organisations,
with benefits including a bimonthly
London-focussed newsletter (print
edition), access to a range of specialist
subgroups and forums, and discounts
on both LDAN and DrugScope events
and products. We urge services
working with people with drug and
alcohol problems in London to join
LDAN to ensure there is a strong and
effective voice for our sector at a
critical time. For more information,
please visit the Membership section of
the LDAN website.

… and an improved
DrugScope website!
Since we launched the new DrugScope
website in 2007, the site has received
over 2.5 million unique site visitors
from all around the world. It has
received many compliments for the
depth, clarity and timeliness of its
information. Even so, we felt it was
time for a refresh to make it even
easier to navigate through the site and
find the information you are looking
for. In particular, there are brand new
policy and campaign pages to explore.
Visit www.drugscope.org.uk to have a
look. We would like to thank our site
sponsors, Ansvar Insurance and the
Brit Trust, for making this possible,
and look forward to receiving your
comments on the site to our web
manager Jackie Buckle:
jackieb@drugscope.org.uk
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Cover story

Walk the line
While recovery champions are being urged into the spotlight,
relapse lurks in the wings. How effective is the supporting cast
in helping them protect their own recovery? By Harry Shapiro.
Additional reporting by Caroline Oubridge
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Billy (not his real name) was the
archetypal recovery champion.
Previously a prolific offender, his
treatment journey began in prison,
after which he rose through the ranks
of his local NA and became a leading
light within the North West recovery
community. And then a few months ago,
relationship problems with his girlfriend
caused him to relapse. And he wasn’t
the only one; NTA Strategic Lead on
Recovery Mark Gilman estimates that at
least ten recovery leaders in the region
have relapsed in the past two years. It
has sent a seismic shock through the
local recovery community and beyond.
The North West was the pioneering
area on which the whole paradigm
shift of recovery embedded in the drug
strategy was based. What had happened?
Nothing other than people had relapsed;
research shows that even after five years
drug and alcohol-free, the relapse rate
is still 15 per cent. But so passionate
was the community about promoting an
abstinence-based recovery agenda that
nobody had given much thought to what
happens if the light from one of their
beacons started to flicker.
Mark Gilman has been the recovery
driving force in the area since around
2005. “I felt there was a governance issue
here, not clinical, but an ethical duty to
respond. Heartbreaking though it is, I’m
not surprised it has happened. For many
of these guys, it is dis-covery, not recovery. They barely went to school, career
criminals, some are third generation
addicts. They’ve never been taught how
to live.” And as he freely admits, “as more
and more people come forward to be
recovery champions, you are going to get
more of this.”

From ‘change’ to ‘recovery’
In 2011, Addaction held its first
conference for the organisation’s own
recovery champions. The main speaker
was therapeutic community guru
and creator of the Recovery-OrientedIntegrated-System (ROIS), George de
Leon. He reflected back to the 1960s
and the early days of Phoenix House
and Synanon, whose founders, he said,
were the first recovery champions, “only
we didn’t call it ‘recovery’, we called it

‘change’”. But then he acknowledged
that the word recovery came into vogue
off the back of political and funding
considerations in America. Something
similar happened in the UK. While the
notion of service-user led recovery is
well-established within mental health,
it was an innovation for the addictions
field. The word was rapidly peppered
through official documents. ‘Change’
has nothing like the political brio of
‘recovery’ and the word has become
freighted with all kinds of implications,
not least financial as we enter the
era of payment by results. And who
have become the standard bearers of
recovery? A group of highly vulnerable
people.

Druglink was told of
people having been
declared ‘recovery
champions’ with
certificates and
award ceremonies,
and then seemingly
left to their own
devices
Few of the service user representatives
who spoke to Druglink have any real
problem with the notion of making
recovery visible; of using current and
former service users to inspire and
motivate others through peer support,
mentoring and mutual aid. However,
some did feel strongly that with
abstinence at the heart of the recovery
agenda, those who were still on scripts
were, as one said, being made “to feel
crap about themselves” by some services.
So what are some of the key issues
surrounding the elevation of former
service users to the role of recovery
champions?

A rock and a hard place
There is a real danger that recovery
champions can get caught between a

rock and hard place. They have been
promoted out of their peer group, but
at the same time, they are not part of
the professional suits sitting around
the meeting table. This has always been
a potential problem for service user
representatives, but the issue can be
more acute for people tagged with the
label ‘champion’. They have flown higher
and have further to fall.
John Howard of the Reading Users’
Forum expressed concerns about lack of
clarity and assistance. “I’m not sure how
much support goes into preparing people
for this role. They are asked if they will
attend certain meetings and they’re
dropped in at the deep end, maybe with
the limited support of a worker. It’s
not like the volunteer role, where you
take up references, there is a volunteer
contract and a joint understanding of
what is expected.”
Druglink was told of people having
been declared ‘recovery champions’ with
certificates and award ceremonies, and
then seemingly left to their own devices,
with no role descriptions, networks,
forums or any sort of communication
channel to link into, no way of sharing
good practice and no guidance on how to
champion recovery in their community
James Gough is a service user
advocate for Patient Opinion, an
anonymous feedback mechanism for
NHS services. He raises another issue.
“One of the problems is that the system
is predicated on people being thrust
forward in quite early recovery. When
things start going wrong, people tend
not to ask for help. One minute you are
a beacon of responsibility, you’re giving
talks to everybody, you’re in the local
paper; next minute, you are walking back
into treatment with your tail between
your legs, sitting in the waiting room
with everybody else. And that’s really
happening.”
Gough says in the general enthusiasm
for recovery, services often won’t even
acknowledge that relapse is a possibility
when dealing with their recovery
champions. “Right at the start of the
process, services should take extra time
and care to discuss relapse. People need
to know they are still valued if they
relapse, and they need to know what
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practices and procedures are in place to
support them. You might have a lapse
and want to step back from the role for
a bit, but then come back. But you don’t
want to start again with a whole new
treatment programme. So how do you
manage that? How do you maintain
position and momentum?”
Gough also acknowledges that people
can be ‘parked’ in recovery. “This is
another version of something I’ve seen
with service user involvement. I meet
people who have been in that role,
not being paid, for five years just so
commissioners and services can tick the
right boxes. They have been elevated
above their peer group, given status with
no incentive to move on, because you are
a somebody in a small pool, rather than a
nobody in a much bigger pool. And that’s
what will happen with recovery – people
completely misunderstand that recovery
is all about making progress. You might
be a recovery champion for a while,
but then move on. Meanwhile, services
want stability, they don’t want to have to
keep finding new recovery champions.
You have this weird existence, where
you have left treatment, but you are still
there. How healthy is that for people? Is
that real recovery?”
There was a time when few service
users or staff ever saw recovery in
action. People left the service and, by
definition, if all was well, you never
saw them again. The advent of service
user representation in the last decade
has changed that pattern, one that will
accelerate as more people are actively
encouraged to ‘give something back’
and help build their own self-esteem
by becoming recovery champions. So if
the key issue is building a supportive
infrastructure around people who are
prepared to be identified in this way,
what does good practice look like?

‘The Two Year Rule’
An immediate consideration is whether
somebody fresh out of treatment should
walk straight back in wearing a new
badge, be it volunteer, peer support
worker, service user rep or champion.
Across everybody interviewed for this
article, opinion differed hugely. Most
made reference to what became known
as ‘The Two Year Rule’. This was never
actually a rule, but simply guidance from
the Standing Conference on Drug Abuse
back in the 1980s that drug services
should not employ a former user until
they had been out of treatment for a
minimum of two years. Members of
the Strategic Service User Group for the
NHS drug services in CNW London were
adamant that there should be no ‘time
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out’ imposed. James Gough agreed; “the
measure should be people’s stability,
not how long they have been out of
treatment.”

You have this weird
existence, where
you have left
treatment, but you
are still there. How
healthy is that for
people? Is that real
recovery?
James McDermott from Recovery Is Out
There (RIOT) takes a different view. “If
somebody comes forward, we tell them
to go away and come back in two or
three months and show us what kind of
structure they have in place, so they are
not just sitting around watching Jeremy
Kyle.” Mark Gilman veers towards the
time-out approach too; “I’m not so sure it
is a good idea to go from that kind of life
and then get straight back into the game.
Some people say to me, well if I’m going
to work in Tesco’s I might as well as be
on drugs. To which I say, that’s a bit of
insult to the people who work in Tesco’s.”

Champion support
The kinds of support structures best
equipped to help people coming forward
are, perhaps not surprisingly, found
in those services which have carefully
thought through the implications of
establishing a recovery champion
programme. Addaction is one such
service. As David Badcock, Head of
Research and Development explains,
“We have over 100 services and many
potential recovery champions, so we felt
we had to have a structured framework
in place, broken down into national,
regional and local forums. This makes
sure that people are linked in, get the
support they need and allows them
to make a contribution at all levels,
from their local service right up to
the National Recovery Conference.”
Addaction has a number of unpaid
roles within the organisation, each with
a clearly defined set of boundaries.
Recovery champions are able to undergo
a three day training programme, after
which they can have meet and greet
functions and assist in group work.
They can also act as sources of help
and advice if people want to query their
treatment. At Addaction’s Lincolnshire
service, they are running the whole

reception area, the café and allotments
where they organise groups of people in
treatment to come along and take part in
some meaningful activity.
What about direct support for
champions? For Director of Community
Services Gerv McGrath, “it is important
to recognise that a recovery champion
is often very vulnerable. We have
staff recovery champions who act as
‘buddies’, so they can work with them if
there is a wobble. And we have recovery
champion groups that work together and
those who have come through NA/AA
are used to giving peer support.”
Coming from the therapeutic
community (TC) tradition, with its sense
of family and ‘looking after our own’,
has meant a more seamless transition
to the notion of supporting recovery
champions for Phoenix Futures, with
less impact on their existing support
structures. “The TC model of increased
responsibility as you move through
the programme means you get used to
holding that responsibility,” says Chief
Executive Karen Biggs. “A key focus of
the re-entry stage of the programme is
to support residents to take on activities
in the wider community. This includes
volunteering, but not exclusively in our,
or other, treatment services. It is a key
part of our tradition that everyone who
graduates is a recovery champion, an
example of recovery, to other Phoenix
residents.” And, she adds, “While it’s
really important that people see living
examples of others who have recovered,
there is too much investment in the
phrase ‘recovery champions’. We don’t
identify individuals as ‘champions’
which can put a huge amount of
pressure on them not to re engage with
services if they need some support in the
future.”
The role of champions is to be a
visible example to people who are
struggling or contemplating accessing
treatment and offer the kind of support
that can’t be offered by those who
have not had that experience. Phoenix
has started a peer support group in
Lanarkshire where, says Biggs, the key
is having a critical mass of people to
deliver the recovery message, “rather
then selecting relatively few people and
then putting them under a huge amount
of pressure as recovery icons.”
RIOT train and support those who
have come through the BAC O’Connor
aftercare programme and now aspire
to be recovery champions. Once the
person has satisfied the team that they
do have some structure and stability
in their lives, they will go out with
an experienced staff member for a

month, followed by confidentiality and
professional boundaries training and
conflict resolution. It could be a year
before the person is working on their
own. RIOT also run relapse awareness
programmes, which gives people the
chance to go back into aftercare, try
something different for six months and
then come back on board if they are
ready.
In line with many existing service
user groups, the group within Central
and North West London (CNWL) NHS
Foundation Trust eschew the use of
the phrase ‘recovery champion’ and
instead have a Trust-wide system of
local volunteers, peer support and peer
mentoring workers, some of whom act
as a bridge between clients and key
workers. There is a strategic service
users group, which meets once a month,
attended by the Strategic Director of
Addictions Annette Dale-Perera and
her deputy. This is an opportunity
for the group to share experiences,
give feedback to the Trust’s senior
management team and have input into
the work plan, including a peer audit of
the services. The peer support workers
are also supervised by local managers
and attend accredited training at the
CNWL Recovery College. “We’re lucky,”
said one. “I get supervision every week, a
second one every month and I have this
group as well.”

Relapse reality
But even with all the support networks
in place, admits Dale-Perera, “there is a
high rate of relapse of people who were
recovery champions or service user reps.
It’s really like snakes and ladders. You’ve
got to a higher position, but there is
always the risk of a fall from grace, and
the shame people feel going back into
treatment, and facing staff you might
have worked with when you were no
longer a client. We have an arrangement
where if somebody relapses, we treat
them in a service outside their area.”
These are just some examples of the
kinds of support and training available

We’re lucky. I get
supervision every
week, a second one
every month and I have
this group as well
within services to recovery champions
and other workers with similar roles.
Beyond the treatment gates, recovery
colleges have been launched primarily
by NHS Trusts. Initially aimed at those
suffering from mental health problems,
the colleges offer a range of courses,
seminars and workshops that are
co-designed and co-delivered by Peer
Recovery Trainers and practitioners.
The courses have now been extended
to include those with substance misuse
problems. Wired-In also runs a Recovery
College and generally provides wellestablished support and networking
opportunities. Other networks include
the UK Recovery Federation and its
Scottish counterpart, the Scottish
Recovery Consortium. So there is plenty
happening ‘out there’ to support and
champion recovery in general, but,
as the North West found, structured
relapse prevention and support in the
community for those who may have
gone straight from prison or dropped out
early from methadone treatment to NA/
AA is a missing piece of the jigsaw.
An issue in the North West has been
the dominance of NA/AA within the
recovery community. While this works
for some people in relation to keeping
them drug free or sober, it doesn’t work
for everybody – and moreover, it doesn’t
provide structured support beyond
helping you stop taking that first drink or
hit. What if you have marital problems,
are in debt, lose your job or face the
myriad other reasons why you might be
heading for relapse? This is important,
because if you drew the treatment
system and the recovery community as
a diagram a few years ago, you would

have seen two separate circles; it is now
supposed to be more like an overlapping
Venn diagram.

Warrior down
Eventually the North West recovery
community turned to a relapse
prevention and recovery support
programme designed for Native
Americans called ‘Warrior Down’. This
creates peer-to-peer response teams
that provide the support and find the
resources to get ‘the warrior’ back on
track. This could include finding work,
re-engaging with education or help with
a range of emotional problems. The work
is now underway in the North West,
building informal response teams from a
range of professionals, peers, friends and
family members.
The message is clear. The notion of
the recovery champion, while perfectly
laudable, can become overheated –
and the person in the spotlight can
become the rabbit in the headlights.
Services should not shy away from
relapse prevention and recovery support
planning and for those coming forward
from the community, a new type of
support service is needed to compliment
existing provision.

n Harry Shapiro is Editor of Druglink
magazine. Caroline Oubridge is a
freelance journalist.
If you have any comments on, or
experiences of, the issues covered
in this article, please email them in
confidence to
harrys@drugscope.org.uk
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Recovery

Come together
Thomas McLellan and William White argue that the
Recovery-Oriented Drug Treatment Group, chaired by
Professor John Strang, has done important work in
legitimising opiate substitution therapy within the
wider orbit of recovery.

A recovery orientation in public
policy and in treatment systems is a
particularly refreshing approach to
problems of addiction. Many public
policies seek to punish addictive
behaviours and remove the addicted
from view. Some treatment systems
focus only on remitting the most
obvious and problematic symptoms
of addiction. In contrast, recoveryorientated treatment systems offer
an integrated approach to promoting
the health of the addicted individual,
as well as the improved function of
the family and community, through a
focus on social contribution. Emerging
recovery definitions emphasise that
recovery is more than the removal of
destructive alcohol and/or drug use from
an otherwise unchanged life. Recovery
is a broader process, that involves a
radical reconstruction of the person-drug
relationship, progressive improvement in
global health and the reconstruction of
the person-community relationship.
It is in the context of a recoveryorientated treatment approach that the
treatment of heroin addiction with an
opioid medication has been so clinically
controversial and politically divisive.
Synthetic opioids were introduced over
sixty years ago to help physicians reduce
mortality, pain and fear of withdrawal
among heroin-addicted individuals.
From that day to this, there have been
political battles between those who
favour and those who oppose the longterm (maintenance) use of methadone
or buprenorphine in the treatment of
heroin addiction. These ‘methadone
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wars’ have been waged largely on
ideological and political grounds,
questioning the morality of ‘substituting
one opiate for another’ or the political
cruelty of ‘forcing societal values about
abstinence on those who are struggling
with a brain disease’. The results have
been polarisation within the treatment
and policy fields, stigmatisation of
individuals who need care and confusion
among the public. The emotional charge
and the moralistic nature of these battles
have also constrained the nature of the
scientific evaluation, prevented rational
discussion and ultimately retarded
progress in our field.
In this divisive and corrosive context
the work of the Expert Group has
been truly refreshing. It is progressive
and valuable to ask practical, sensible
questions regarding whether, how
and under what conditions opioid
maintenance medication can
promote recovery – and to address
those questions through empirical
examination of the evidence on these
issues. Several conclusions emerge from
an unbiased, unemotional examination
of the large body of data reviewed in this
report.
First, the original clinical purpose
of opioid medications was simply to
provide metabolic stabilisation, as
a means of engaging seriously and
complexly addicted individuals into
a therapeutic process and a personal
recovery process that involved far more
than just medication. There is no doubt
that these medications are effective in
achieving these ends and are often life-

saving. It is also clear that these initial
medication effects are not synonymous
with recovery. Recovery is much more
than physiological or even emotional
stabilisation. It has been defined in
various ways, but one recent version
describes recovery as a “voluntary
lifestyle characterised by sobriety, health
and citizenship”. The most ardent
proponent would not claim that the
simple administration of even significant
doses of any opioid maintenance
medication should be expected – by itself
– to reliably induce this type of lifestyle.
There is no type of treatment yet that
can reliably induce recovery. Even 12step treatment, the treatment most
widely associated with recovery, cannot
claim successful, sustained recovery in
more than 25–30% of those who enter
such treatment. The important point in
the above definition is that recovery is
not defined by a particular method by
which one comes into recovery – only by
the qualities of the life itself.
So, does being maintained on
an opioid medication prevent an
addicted individual from entering into
a recovery lifestyle? The answer from
the data reviewed is a qualified ‘no’.
The qualifications come from both the
desires of the patients who enter; and
the therapeutic goals of the programs
that provide opioid maintenance
care. Many of the seriously addicted
patients who enter opioid maintenance
treatment do not want a recovery
lifestyle. Data reviewed from large-scale
studies in three continents show that
many long-term opioid maintained

patients continue alcohol and drug use
and unemployment; and thus would not
be considered by the above definition
to be ‘in recovery’. But these same data
also show that a significant proportion
of opioid maintained patients eliminate
all substance use, obtain employment,
care for their families and eliminate
criminal activity – results which are
quite consonant with recovery. Thus, it
is neither the presence nor the absence
of an opioid medication that defines
recovery – it is other important qualities
of the lifestyle.
But is the quality of ‘medicationassisted recovery’ really the same;
and is it as enduring as recovery
without the assistance of an opioid
medication? There is no empirical
answer to this question at this time;
but it is an important issue for study.
At a conceptual level, few would argue
that an otherwise abstinent opioid
addicted person who took statins for
high cholesterol, insulin for diabetes,
SSRIs for depression or a nicotine patch
to prevent return to smoking would still
be considered ‘in recovery’. Is that same,
otherwise abstinent individual who
takes maintenance doses of methadone
or buprenorphine as prescribed so very
different?
An important question addressed
in the report from the Expert Group is
whether there are clinical services and
administrative practices which can
increase the likelihood of recovery within
opioid maintenance treatment. Here
again, the answer from the data reviewed
is a qualified ‘yes’. Opioid maintenance
programs which set recovery goals, offer
supportive services and promote prosocial behavioural change, facilitated by
individual and family counselling – are
more likely to produce – or perhaps
attract – patients who ultimately meet
the definition of recovery. Again, the
qualification is that not all patients want
a recovery lifestyle and not all providers
accept recovery as a requirement
for effective opioid maintenance
treatment. Should there really be only
one acceptable treatment goal and only
one approved form of care? Recall that
proper dosing with an opioid medication
has been proven to protect individuals
from withdrawal, overdose and also to
reduce many of the associated public
health and public safety behaviours
(e.g. injection related infections, drugrelated crime, etc.). Many patients and

providers believe that these benefits
are adequate in themselves. It seems
clear again that being maintained on an
opioid maintenance medication neither
assures nor eliminates the potential
for a patient to be in recovery – his/her
recovery status is best defined by the
other lifestyle qualities.

Why would we
deny any patient,
attempting to
recover from
any disease, the
ability to access an
effective medication
to aid them in their
recovery?
In turn, this leads to the final set
of questions, which also cannot be
answered by the evidence thus far
available and assembled by the Expert
Group. Does a treatment programme
have the obligation or the right to
demand recovery from its patients?
Many opioid maintenance providers are
hesitant to make demands on patients
for recovery-orientated behavioural
changes, fearful of jeopardising the
significant gains already achieved
through ‘low threshold’ treatments.
Other providers of abstinence-orientated
treatments believe it is better to
discharge patients who lapse to drug
use, in order to protect and preserve an
abstinence-orientation for the remaining
individuals in treatment. Are the public
health benefits from medication alone
threatened by clinical or administrative
requirements for recovery-orientated
changes? These empirical questions
have not been asked, perhaps because
of the charged political climate in this
field. In this context, the work of the
NTA and its advisers may have helped
us move toward a time when different
therapeutic philosophies are accepted
and even matched to the needs of
patients; and research can help each
type of provider examine these issues
in an empirical manner with the
objective of better matched and balanced
treatment/rehabilitation options in the
future.

Recovery status is best defined by
factors other than medication status.
Neither medication-assisted treatment
of opioid addiction nor the cessation
of such treatment by itself constitutes
recovery. Recovery status instead hinges
on broader achievements in health and
social functioning – with or without
medication support.
Rather than seeing addiction
treatments with and without medication
as philosophically incompatible, the
Expert Group suggests it is more
useful to consider medications and
all other therapeutic components
of contemporary care as a menu of
medical and non-medical recovery
support options, that can be combined,
separated and sequenced to meet their
individual/family needs over the course
of the recovery process. Why would we
deny any patient, attempting to recover
from any disease, the ability to access
an effective medication to aid them
in their recovery? At the same time,
the way to get the most from opioid
maintenance treatment is by continuing
to motivate patients who are receiving
the pharmacological benefits of craving
reduction and overdose protection,
toward the broader but harder-earned
benefits of full recovery.
Recovery-focused systems of care
have the potential to significantly elevate
the quality of addiction treatment and
the quality of life in individuals, families
and communities affected by addiction
to alcohol and/or other drug problems.
But our scientific knowledge about
addiction-related pathology has not yet
been extended to understanding the
pathways, stages and styles of longterm recovery across diverse clinical
populations and promoted in different
ways. It is our expectation that, as the
work of the Expert Group moves forward,
a recovery-focused research agenda will
emerge to guide and refine research,
treatment and policy. Such an agenda
is emerging in the US, as we go through
our own process of exploring how to
increase the recovery orientation of
addiction treatment. We look forward to
international collaboration on pursuing
such an agenda.

n Professor A. Thomas McLellan is
Executive of the Treatment Research
Institute in Philadelphia.
William White is Senior Research
Consultant at Chestnut Health Systems.
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Science and policy

This is your
pilot speaking
If an untested pharmaceutical drug came onto the market, the
public would be rightly outraged. It might be ineffective, have
unforeseen side effects or even exacerbate the illness. Yet when
it comes to social policies, some of which can affect just as many
people as new drugs, the lack of robust scientific testing means
exactly these outcomes are possible. By Matt Freeman
In his recently published book, The
Geek Manifesto: Why Science Matters,
the former science editor of The Times,
Mark Henderson, argues that there is a
strong case for robust research to take
its rightful place at the very heart of
the policy process. At the moment, he
suggests, too often policy and public
life occupy a science-free zone. So what
should the appliance of science to public
policy look like?
The Medical Research Council
states that the “gold standard” for
policy pilots is the randomised control
trial (RCT). This involves randomly
assigning subjects (be they individuals,
institutions or geographical areas) either
to the sample group which receives
the intervention or to a control group.
This removes a significant degree of
selection bias and allows any observed
differences between the groups to be
reliably attributed to the policy being
tested. Sometimes the government will
use such an approach – the Department
for Work & Pensions used an RCT in
2003 to examine the impact of three
different programmes on those on
incapacity benefit. Yet the Cabinet
Office’s Behavioural Insights Team
(which included Bad Science author Ben
Goldacre) noted in its 2012 report Test,
Learn, Adapt that RCTs are not “common
practice in most areas of public policy”.
So what are the factors holding back this
gold standard?
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The most commonly cited objection
to RCTs is their cost. Research is
expensive, and in many cases the better
the research, the higher the cost. This
problem is particularly salient in times
of austerity. As a former senior civil
servant told Druglink, “if a programme’s
budget is being pared to the bone, the
resources allocated to evaluation will
suffer disproportionately”. However,
there seems to be little agreement on
just how much more costly RCTs would
be. A researcher for the Department of
Health (DH) believes they would add
“tremendous cost”, while Professor
Strang of the National Addiction Centre
argues that this objection is a “complete
smokescreen”. Indeed, the Behavioural
Insights Team suggests that with the
correct design, RCTs can be cheaper than
alternative research methods. Regardless
of where the truth lies, the crucial point
is that the perception of high costs exists
within policy circles, and this is sufficient
to disincline policy-makers to commit to
conducting RCT pilots. In the long term,
the costs of rolling out an untested (and
thus potentially ineffective or damaging)
policy could be far higher. Yet as the
senior civil servant noted, “that kind
of thinking is not the way the Treasury
operates”.
But cost alone doesn’t settle the
matter. There’s a further question of
why ministers might be unwilling
to devote resources to more robust

research methods. Part of the answer
lies in the sorry fact that some pilots
are simply cosmetic exercises. This is
widely believed to have been the case
with Drug Treatment and Testing Orders
(DTTOs), where the policy was rolled
out nationally before the pilots were
finished. Professor Hough of King’s
College London, who conducted the
DTTO evaluation, wrote afterwards that
this and other, similar evaluations his
team conducted “generally used weak
experimental designs, reflecting the
scale of funding that was available.” The
DH researcher confirms that “the DTTOs
were far from a unique case”. If the
decision has already been made based
on ideological grounds or manifesto
commitments, why bother investing
significant resources in evaluation?
While not unique, it would be unfair
to portray such cases as common
practice. The government’s Magenta Book
lays out guidelines detailing the role
careful evaluation should play, and in
all probability those standards would be
applied to most policies. However, the
experience of the well-placed individuals
interviewed by Druglink suggests that
in some cases, strong ministerial
commitment to a policy can result in
a warped sequence of ‘decision first,
research second’. This can even lead to
pilots being designed in order to, as the
senior civil servant put it, give the ‘right’
answer. Where this occurs, the onus is on

civil servants to “conjure up” supporting
evidence – not quite the recipe for
impartial, scientific research. This can
even affect the choice of researcher, as
Professor Strang observes, “The whole
process is marinated in [bias], because
the policy-makers will invite a researcher
who’ll do what they want, rather than
someone who’ll ask awkward questions”.
There are ethical concerns with
running RCTs for social policy which
cannot be easily dismissed. The prospect
of randomly allocating a potentially
beneficial intervention to some and not
others may be disquieting, especially
where the intervention has significant,
perhaps life-saving, consequences. In
such cases, a balance exists between the
individual and the public good, and it
would take a certain coldness to entirely
dismiss the welfare of individuals in the
name of collective knowledge.
However, the fact remains that where
a policy is untested, we cannot know
what its consequences might be. The
Health Select Committee’s 2009 report
Health Inequalities describes an Australian
programme to provide bicycle safety
training to schoolchildren. Subsequent
investigation showed that children who
had received the training were more
likely to have a road accident while
cycling than those who did not, perhaps
because the former group mistakenly
assumed that they were now safe on the
roads. If an intervention as seemingly
benign as bicycle safety training can
have injurious consequences, it seems
that the truly unethical approach would
be to not thoroughly research a policy
through effective piloting before national
roll out. If the case for a pilot is accepted,
ethical concerns with random allocation
become somewhat unconvincing. It is in
the nature of a pilot that not everyone
receives the intervention, and random
allocation is often the only way to
eliminate selection bias and produce
reliable results. If the results are positive,
those who weren’t in the pilot will
benefit from the national roll out. If the
intervention is shown to be ineffective,
then millions of pounds of public money
will have been saved and can be diverted
to more effective alternatives.
A crucial tension running through the
policy community concerns the different
timescales on which ministers and
researchers operate. For the latter, an
extended piloting period (which is often
required for an RCT) generally means
more comprehensive results, as medium
to long term consequences make
themselves known. This is especially
pertinent for addiction services, as
‘recovery’ is not a concept which

in some cases,
strong ministerial
commitment to a
policy can result in
a warped sequence
of ‘decision first,
research second’
lends itself to short term evaluation.
By contrast, ministers operate in a 24
hour news maelstrom, where ideally
targets are met and demonstrable
results achieved quickly and decisively.
Professor Strang acknowledges that
some compromise is required here,
whereby ministers accept the time
required to collect useful data while
researchers respect the constraints of
political reality. Yet in some instances
the political class seem to have failed to
hold up its end of the deal. The Health
Inequalities report noted the Expert
Patient Programme as one example of a
policy rolled out without evaluation – a
subsequent, independently conducted
RCT demonstrated its ineffectiveness.
However it would be harsh to lay the
blame entirely at the door of beleaguered
ministers. The DH researcher points out
that there is something of a skills-gap
in the research community. Many are
not trained in conducting RCTs, being
used to more qualitative approaches.
The researcher has been working for
the DH for over ten years, yet has never
been involved in an RCT. This skills-gap
limits the extent to which ministers
and civil servants (neither of whom

generally have methodological training)
are made aware of the full range of
research options, and the benefits that
may accrue from conducting an RCT. The
2007 Analysis for Policy report produced
by the Government Social Research Unit
advises researchers to communicate
their findings to policy-makers as
digestible narratives rather than dense
academic jargon. This should help the
researchers’ hard work to translate more
easily into politically acceptable policy.
Despite being widely acknowledged
to be “superior to other types of policy
evaluation” (Test, Learn, Adapt), RCTs
are no silver bullet. They tend to work
best when individuals, rather than
institutions or regions, are the unit of
analysis. This allows for large sample
sizes which improves the reliability
of findings by helping them to reach
‘statistical significance’. Yet even where
a full blown RCT is not appropriate,
there is still a strong case to be made
for more robust scientific approaches to
pilots, and for politicians to pay closer
attention to pilot evidence and be willing
to adjust their position accordingly.
Adopting a more evidence-based culture
is not impossible; federal and state
governments in the USA and Canada
conduct significantly more RCTs than the
British government, many of which have
revealed the perils of considering the
impact of a policy using anything less
than the most reliable research methods.
The ‘scared straight’ programme (where
young people thought to be at risk of
offending were taken to meet convicts)
was widely considered a success in
the USA until a meta-analysis of seven
RCTs showed that those subject to the
programme were more likely to offend
than their equally ‘at risk’ peers.
Moving towards the North American
model can be done, but it will take
certain level of maturity from politicians
and the media. The latter must accept
that if the evidence leads down a
different path to a government’s
previously held position, a ministerial
‘U-turn’ is a sign of mature leadership
rather than flailing incompetence.
In tandem, ministers must heed the
benefits that methodologies such as
RCTs can provide, and must be more
willing to flexibly adapt policy to
evidence, not vice versa. This leaves
us with a chicken and egg problem, as
neither actor is likely to change unless
the other changes first. Nevertheless, the
medical community embraced RCTs long
ago. It’s time for policy-makers to do the
same.

n Matt Freeman is a freelance journalist
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His Excellency Mauricio
Rodríguez Múnera
The Colombian Ambassador to the UK, His Excellency
Mauricio Rodríguez Múnera believes passionately that
the unintended consequences of the drug war are now
too great to be allowed to continue without a complete
global rethink. Interview by Harry Shapiro.

From a Colombian point of view,
what is wrong with current global
drug policy?
President Santos feels frustrated with
the war on drugs because although
Colombia has made a lot of progress
in fighting production and reducing
trafficking, the problem is shifting to
other nations in Latin America and West
Africa. Unfortunately, as long as there is
demand, there is going to be supply. So
President Santos has supported a new
initiative to consider all alternatives
possible to deal with the problem of
production and consumption. He has
suggested that we should look into the
costs and benefits of each and every
single option in a debate conducted
by experts, by scientists, with a very
pragmatic approach based on evidence
– non-ideological and non-political, just
looking at the facts. He managed to get
the approval of the 34 heads of state
of the Organisation of the American
States that met in Cartagena a couple
of months ago and this is starting to be
implemented. It will take probably six
months to a year and we hope that this
will be a contribution to innovation in
developing a new strategy to deal with
the problem.
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Unlike the members of the Global
Commission, President Santos still
holds high office, a current head of
state. How politically courageous
have his remarks been and what
were the political risks for him and
Colombia?
That’s a very good question and I am
happy that you recognise his leadership.
He was fully aware that he would get
some very negative reactions. But
that’s the job of leaders – to transform
the societies that have elected them.
He is convinced that this is the right
thing to do and history will judge him.
I personally think it will be positive
because we have taken too long to
change this – thousands of people have
died, millions of dollars that should have
been invested in schools, roads, hospitals
have been wasted in arms and violence
that have produced no effect. Look at
what’s happening in Mexico – 50,000
people have died in this war over the
last five years. So I think he has been
very responsible, a visionary, and despite
the negative reactions, it is important
to register that there have been many,
many positive reactions. Some people
who were not willing to engage in the
discussion are now saying, ‘maybe, it’s

a good time to review what we have
been doing’. President Obama said that
the debate is legitimate and that he
is willing, as President of the USA, to
consider changing some regulations
if it is proven that those regulations
are causing more harm than benefit.
Wow! This is a big, big change – a small
window of opportunity has opened.

The UK has always taken a pretty
pragmatic view of drug policy;
for example it has long been
accepted that you cannot rely on
drug enforcement alone to solve
drug problems. And of course, the
West has not suffered so directly as
Colombia from the ‘war on drugs’.
So President Santos’ remarks were
not viewed as that controversial
to those engaged in drug policy in
this country. But there are plenty
of countries across the world, in
the Far and Middle East, Africa
and elsewhere, who believe that
if only you were tough enough,
you can deal with drugs. So law
enforcement is often the first
and perhaps the only response
to the drug problem. Is that what
makes President Santos’ remarks

controversial, that break with the
law enforcement paradigm of drug
policy?
Maybe law enforcement will still be part
of the equation, because we will still
have to have this in any new scenario,
but we need to do much more than that.
If we are going to fight drug trafficking,
for example, we have to look at money
laundering. Banks make big profits
from laundering the money, much
more money than the peasants in Latin
America make from production. And in
my opinion, we have to do much more
in terms of education and health, both
prevention and treatment – so we need a
multidimensional approach, where law
enforcement is only part of the equation.

A high level, strategic, evidencebased review of global drug
policy is unlikely to come to the
conclusion that either the best way
forward is either an even tougher
war on drugs or full legalisation.
So what do you imagine would be
the key planks of a new approach?
As you say, we do have to wait for the
results of the study, having looked at all
the options, but in general terms, after
studying the problem for many years, I
personally believe that a new approach
would have to consider decriminalisation
with some sort of regulated market and
we should also place an emphasis on
education and health. But we have to
have all the options openly discussed,
even the more radical ones. Everybody
should feel part of the discussion.

Turning to the idea of shared
responsibility. The political driver
was the sense of unfairness in
Colombia that the country was
being named and shamed as a
‘narco-terrorist’ state causing all
these drug problems for the West.
But how realistic was it to expect
the West to control consumption
any more than it was to demand of
the Colombians that they control
production? Or were you simply
making a political statement that
this isn’t just our problem?
What happens in the USA and Europe
is a small fraction of the harm that
has been caused to societies in Latin
America. If 50,000 people had died in the
USA and in Europe in the last five years
because of the war on drugs, things
would have changed. In fact, it would
never have been allowed to get that bad.
It is unjust for us to have to bear such
a high cost and that’s why we have

to rethink the solution – it is a global
problem that needs a global solution.
We don’t want to point fingers, it is
not about blame. This is a shared
responsibility – and we need to work
together
Colombia has the moral authority to
talk about this because we have suffered
more than any other country in the
world and we now have positive results
to show. So why is Colombia proposing
this change? Precisely because we see
that our improvement is creating a
deterioration in the situation for other
countries. The problem is moving – the
famous balloon effect. The international
traffickers move to countries where there
is less pressure, where the institutions
are not as strong, where they have less
experience and resources to deal with
this, like Honduras and Guatemala,
but also islands in the Caribbean and
countries in West Africa.
We don’t want any other country
in the world to suffer this nightmare.
We still have a problem in Colombia,
overall we lost 25 years of progress and
prosperity, but it isn’t as bad as it used to
be 10 to 15 years ago. It is not just about
Colombia – it is our sense of duty, of
saying ‘we have gone through this, things
are improving, but others are getting
involved, so let’s stop this nonsense.’

What’s the current status of Plan
Colombia? Apart from the obvious
financial benefits, has it been good
or bad for the country?
At that moment, when it started about
ten years ago, narco-trafficking was very
strong in Colombia and it was eroding
institutions, weakening democracy,
creating violence and corruption. We had
to react quickly to avoid the collapse of
the country. Back then, Colombia was
regarded as a failing state. The money
and the military support, intelligence,
training, and resources provided by
the USA to fight that war were very
welcome and necessary at that moment.
The annual budget has been coming
down, year after year and the military
component of that assistance is also
coming down. So now we are shifting
from assistance for military purposes
to a financial assistance for social
investment. This change shows that
Colombia has made significant progress
by bringing prosperity to the growing
areas; health, education, roads, planting
alternative crops. You can’t just eradicate
the coca, you have to help the peasants
grow alternative crops and that’s the
structural solution to the problem. You

need institutions, infrastructure and to
enforce the rule of law. You need to do
lots of things. It is a very complex and
difficult monster to fight.

So how has the government of
Colombia managed to improve the
situation?
First, we have had very strong leaders,
President Uribe and President Santos,
both fully committed to reinstate
security in Colombia; there has been
a significant increase in the number
and the budgets for the army and
the police. We have strengthened the
judicial system and we are bringing
prosperity and state presence to the
growing regions which were isolated and
abandoned and so therefore were easy
prey for narco-traffickers and guerrillas
who were responsible for two-thirds of
the narco-trafficking. And generally, we
are promoting economic growth. This
brings jobs and revenue from additional
taxes you can earn when you have good
economic performance. Then you have
resources to invest in social priorities. So
it has taken years of very hard work and
sacrifice to get us to the point we are at
today.

From your point of view what would
success look like in ten years time?
One has to be realistic and unfortunately
accept that we will probably have to live
in a world with drugs in the future. But if
people are going to carry on using drugs
for whatever reason, what we can do
as a society, is to live in a world where
we minimise the harms that drugs
cause for everybody – and reducing the
harms from the levels they are at today
would be a big improvement. I don’t
know far we can get in ten years, but
I am sure we can reduce harms if we
introduce innovations. We will have to be
courageous, we will have to experiment
and adjust. There is no silver bullet,
no perfect formula. We will have to be
intelligent and smart and flexible about
those innovations. But I am equally sure
that if we continue doing what we have
been doing, this will only get worse and
worse

Are we therefore at a political
tipping point, after 100 years of
international regulation and drug
war?
I would hope that when historians look
back, they will say that, yes, that was a
tipping point.
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Law Reform

Castles made
of sand?
While the UN drug treaties appear cast in stone, many countries
around the world are quietly acting to break down the monolithic
approach to global drug policy by introducing law reforms.
By Ari Rosmarin and Niamh Eastwood
Over 50 years into the ‘war on drugs,’
national and international debate on
drug policy continues to rage unabated,
with few tangible results to show for
the effort. Rates of drug use remain high
across the world, incarceration for drug
offences is at record levels, and spending
to wage the ‘war’ costs billions of pounds
each year.
But across the globe and out of the
spotlight, governments are adopting a
different policy approach to addressing
drug use in their communities. Some
are reducing harsh penalties for drug
offences to save costs; others are
increasing their harm reduction and
public health measures to limit the
destructive impact of problematic
drug use. However, rising costs,
commitments to personal autonomy,
and mounting evidence of the
devastating consequences associated
with the criminal justice response to
drugs for individuals – stigmatisation,
employment decline, and public health
harm – have led a number of countries
towards an alternative policy option:
decriminalisation of drug possession and
use.
Decriminalisation is defined here as
the removal of criminal sanctions for
use or possession of drugs. Countries
have either adopted administrative
sanctions (e.g. provision of civil fines or
court-ordered therapeutic responses) or
take no action against those caught in
possession of illicit substances.
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The decriminalisation option is
actually nothing new. Some countries
have had decriminalisation policies
in place since the early 1970s. In the
past ten years, however, a new wave
of countries have moved toward the
decriminalisation model, suggesting
growing recognition of the failures of
the criminalisation approach and a
strengthening political wind blowing
in the direction of an historic paradigm
shift. The models of decriminalisation
vary; some countries adopt a de jure
model – one defined by law; others
have de-prioritised the policing of
drug possession through de facto
decriminalisation.
The recent trend towards
decriminalisation has not been centred
on one continent or in richer or poorer
nations – countries as disparate as
Armenia, Belgium, Chile, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Mexico and Portugal,
among others, have all adopted some
form of decriminalisation policy in the
last decade or so. While the precise
number of countries with formal
decriminalisation policies is not clear,
it is probably between 25 and 30,
depending on which definitions are used.
Despite this trend towards
decriminalisation, critics of the approach
continue to claim that adoption of
the policy will lead to a Pandora’s box
of horrors. Regularly confusing or
intentionally conflating legalisation – the
complete removal of all sanctions – with

decriminalisation, opponents of a shift
away from an aggressive criminalisation
model describe a decriminalised society
with dramatically increased drug use
and increases in overall harm. This is not
borne out by the evidence.
A new Release report, A quiet
revolution: drug decriminalisation policies in
practice across the globe, looks closely at 21
countries that have adopted some form
of decriminalisation for drug possession.
The report’s main aim was to consider
the available evidence, to see if there
has been a significant increase in drug
use in those jurisdictions where the
criminal justice approach was no longer
applied. After evaluating many of the
decriminalisation policies in practice
around the world, there are few broad,
unifying conclusions that can be drawn,
except that the doomsday predictions
have not been realised. Overwhelmingly,
the evidence shows that either there
have been statistically insignificant
increases or the new laws have had no
impact on prevalence rates.
The report acknowledges that
decriminalisation is not a panacea for
all of the problems associated with
problematic drug use; a country’s drug
enforcement policies appear to have only
a minor effect on the impact of drugs
in a society. What is clear, however, is
that the harms of criminalisation far
outweigh those of decriminalisation.
Decriminalisation does appear to
direct more drug users into treatment,

reduce criminal justice costs, and shield
many drug users from the devastating
impact of a criminal conviction. A
decriminalisation approach coupled
with investment in harm reduction and
treatment services can have a positive
impact on both individual drug users
and society as a whole.
Federal states in Australia and
the USA that have decriminalised
cannabis possession at various times
were compared against states within
those countries that continued to
pursue a criminalisation model. The
existing research established that the
adoption of civil sanctions does not
have a major impact on use. However,
some interesting studies show that
decriminalisation can have a positive
effect on both individuals and society
as a whole. A 2007 Australian report
compared the outcomes of individuals
given a civil sanction for cannabis
possession in South Australia and
individuals given a criminal sentence
in Western Australia. It found that the
individuals given criminal penalties
were more likely to suffer negative
employment, relationship, and
accommodation consequences as a
result of their cannabis charge, and were
more likely to come into further contact
with the criminal justice system, than
the non-criminalised individuals. Studies
from both US and Australian states also
show that there are cost savings to be
had by pursuing a civil system rather
than one focused on criminal justice. For
example, following decriminalisation
of cannabis in California, the total cost
of cannabis enforcement declined from
$17 million in the first half of 1975 (just
prior to the introduction of the new
legislation) to $4.4 million in the first half
of 1976.
In Latin America, several Supreme
Courts have determined that
criminalising someone for possession
of drugs is unconstitutional. A number
of governments, including those of
Argentina and Colombia, are currently
following these decisions by placing draft
legislation before Parliament with a view
to introducing non-criminal sanctions
for possession offences. Chile, Paraguay,
Peru and Uruguay have already either
decriminalised possession, or have never
criminalised personal use or possession
of drugs.
In Europe, a number of countries have
also moved away from criminalising
those who use drugs. Portugal’s model

of decriminalisation has been well
documented. Introduced in 2001 and
coupled with significant investment in
harm reduction and treatment services,
there have been positive outcomes for
the country including a reduction in
drug use for vulnerable populations,
such as children and problematic drug
users (although there has been a slight
increase in drug use for the population
as a whole). Portuguese authorities
have also reported a decrease in HIV
transmission rates and drug related
deaths.

Countries have either
adopted administrative
sanctions (e.g. provision
of civil fines or courtordered therapeutic
responses) or take no
action against those
caught in possession of
illicit substances
Spain, Italy, Belgium, Germany, the
Netherlands and the Czech Republic,
among others, have also adopted a
decriminalisation model to address use
and possession of drugs. For over three
decades, Spain and Italy have in practice
had some form of decriminalisation.
In the 1990s, Germany’s Federal Court
decided the application of the criminal
law for possession offences was
unconstitutional.
Some countries, such as the
Netherlands and Belgium, do not impose
any sanctions at all for possession
offences. Others, such as the Czech
Republic, issue civil sanctions, including
fines and referral to treatment (often
in lieu of fines). Interestingly, the
Czech Republic decided to implement
a decriminalisation regime in 2010
after they had carried out an impact
assessment of the criminal model
in 2002. The assessment found that:
penalisation of drug use had not affected
the availability of illicit drugs; there had
been an increase in the levels of drug
use within the country; and the social
costs of illicit drug use had increased
significantly.
Recent evaluations of Dutch drug
policies show low numbers of deaths

from heroin and methadone use
compared to the rest of the globe, low
prevalence of injecting drug use, and a
decrease in the number of young people
who become problematic offenders.
This suggests that the Netherlands’
decriminalisation policies may have
contributed to reducing the worst drug
harms; if you remove the fear of arrest
and prosecution for drug possession,
more people are likely to come forward
to access services.
Not all models of decriminalisation
work in practice. Many countries adopt
a threshold level to determine whether
civil sanctions should apply. Countries
such as Russia and Mexico have set the
thresholds at such a low level that the
application of the model is effectively
unworkable (6 grams of cannabis, 0.5
grams of heroin and 0.5 grams of cocaine
in Russia and 5 grams of cannabis,
0.5 grams of cocaine, 50 milligrams of
heroin, or one ecstasy tablet in Mexico).
The proliferation of decriminalisation
policies around the world demonstrates
that decriminalisation is a viable and
successful policy option for many
countries. Decriminalisation has not
been the disaster many predicted
and continue to predict. As evidenced
in Release’s report, a country’s drug
enforcement policies appear to have
little correlation with levels of drug use
and misuse in that country. Countries
like the USA, with some of the harshest
criminalisation systems, have some of
the highest prevalence of drug use in the
world.
Over 50 years into the failed ‘war on
drugs,’ we must not forget that some
countries now have nearly 40 years of
experience with drug decriminalisation
policies. These countries have as much
to say to the world about drug policy
management as those with aggressive
criminal prohibition regimes. And the
time has come to begin listening to
them.

This article is an extract from; A quiet
revolution: drug decriminalisation
policies in practice across the globe.
A fully referenced report is available at
www.release.org.uk/publications/drugdecriminalisation-policies-in-practiceacross-the-globe
n Ari Rosmarin (intern 2011) and
Niamh Eastwood (Executive Director)
from Release
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Denmark

Bringing home
the bacon
When Copenhagen politician Troels Hartmann mentioned
‘fixerums’ in the hit Danish drama The Killing, he was highlighting
a real-life political debate. But that’s not the only drug issue
causing the body politic to sizzle as Blaine Stothard explains in
the first of a two-part article about drugs in Denmark.
A frequent election pledge of
conservative parties seeking office
anywhere is to deal with what they see
as ‘bureaucratic waste’. True to form, on
taking office in 2001, the new Danish
conservative-led coalition government
led by Anders Fogh Rasmussen abolished
several social policy advisory bodies,
including Denmark’s version of the
ACMD, Narkotika Råd (Drugs Advisory
Council), thus divesting itself of expert
opinion.
Nor was it willing to take the advice
of the main expert drug opinion that
remained: the police. Specifically, the
new government was determined to
deal with the open cannabis market
operating in Christiania. This is a selfproclaimed autonomous neighbourhood
in Copenhagen which has a unique
status under the Christiania Law of 1989
transferring parts of the supervision
of the area from the municipality of
Copenhagen to the state. Until 2004,
the cannabis trade was tolerated; those
dealing on what was called ‘Pusher
Street’ came to an understanding with
local residents and the trade was carried
on peacefully. Then the government
shut it down. The police warned what
would happen and they were right, as
Copenhagen’s Mayor for Social Affairs
Mikkel Warming ruefully observes; “ the
drugs trade (including cannabis) is now
largely in the hands of Hells Angels and
Banditos gangs [and] now there some
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involvement of gangs from immigrant
background which increases the level of
violence. This is a clear example of the
failure of prohibition policies.” It was
also an example of the government’s
extension of ‘zero-tolerance’ approach,
paralleled by changes in the drug laws
which extended fines and imprisonment
to drug users as well as drug dealers.
Cannabis remains freely available across
Copenhagen, now alongside other illegal
drugs, and its use among young people is
increasing, something which supporters
of the previous policy say didn’t happen
because the trade was largely restricted
to one area.
Then in September 2011, a Social
Democrat-led coalition government
under prime minister Helle ThorningSchmidt took office, presenting some
opportunities for new thinking around
drug policies. So has anything changed?
To what extent have Copenhagen City
Council’s more radical drug policies
gained favour nationally?
Three topics are currently cooking
in Copenhagen: regulation of cannabis
production and sale; drug consumption
rooms or ‘fixerums’ where users can
take illegal drugs bought on the streets;
and the medical prescription of heroin,
enabled in legislation in 2008 and now
able in principle to sit alongside other
harm reduction interventions such as
substitution treatment and the provision
of sterile injecting equipment.

Cannabis
In January 2012, Copenhagen City
Council approved proposals to
decriminalise and regulate the
production and supply of cannabis.
These envisage state outlets (public
controlled selling points) for the sale
of cannabis in Copenhagen. Outlets
would include staff to advise on
concerns or problems arising from
purchasers’ cannabis use. The outlets
can be compared to the Swedish state
monopoly of alcohol sale. They differ
from Netherlands practice by including
production, which would become a statecontrolled activity. The proposals were
for a 4 – 5 year pilot and research project,
so that the impact can be monitored and
assessed on an evidential basis.
As the proposals involve a change
in national law, they were sent to the
Ministry of Justice. They were rejected in
May, partly on health grounds, partly on
the point that cannabis would become
more widely available. Once again, on
the cannabis issue, Copenhagen City
Council finds itself at odds with national
government. At the time of writing, the
City Council is considering its response
to the government’s rejection of its
proposals.

Drug consumption rooms –
‘fixerums’
A legal opinion commissioned by
Copenhagen City Council, published in

June 2011, concluded that establishing
consumption rooms would require
new national legislation. By contrast,
legal opinion published the following
September by the campaigning agency
Gadejuristen (Street Lawyers) whose
tag-line is ‘hard-core harm reduction’
reached the opposite conclusion: that
consumption rooms could be established
within existing legal frameworks.
Enabling procedures, introduced by
the Minister for Health and Prevention,
became law in June 2012 and came into
force on July 1st.
Regulations regarding fixerums
will be crucial to their acceptance by
users including opening hours, staff
qualifications, accessibility, capacity,
whether or not tobacco smoking is
permitted and how heroin can be
ingested. The organisation also known as
Fixerum operates a ‘fixerlance’ (fixerum
+ ambulance) around the Vesterbro
district of Copenhagen, immediately to
the west of the central railway station,
where there is an open market for
illegal drugs. Fixerum plans to establish
a building-based consumption room
supplemented by two fixerlances.
BrugerForeningen (Danish Drug User’s
Union), Fixerum and Gadejuristen have
a shared agenda of campaigning topics
aimed at reducing drug-related deaths.
The short (one-day!) consultation
period for interested parties on the
proposals led to some clarification and
strengthening of the final law. Local
authorities now have the enabling power
to establish consumption rooms, or to
commission voluntary agencies and
NGOs to do so. Copenhagen City Council
have already made use of these powers
to commission Fixerum to continue to
operate its fixerlance.
Naloxone prescribing is currently
restricted to a small-scale trial involving
BrugerForeningen. It is available in the
mobile fixerum, to be administered by
qualified medical or health practitioners
– as in the UK, it is a prescriptiononly medicine. BrugerForeningen and
Gadejuristen are campaigning for the
availability of naloxone to be extended
to users, families and friends and to
form part of a new national drugs
strategy. Campaigners see the increased
availability of naloxone as central to the
wider campaign to reduce drug-related
deaths – many as a result of hepatitis C
infection.

Medical prescribing of heroin
Like in the UK during the Thatcher era,
some of the more radical approaches
towards drugs policies have been
adopted by right-wing political parties,

Still from Danish
information video
Mobil Fixerum by
Torben Olander

most recently the Danish People’s Party
(DPP). DPP’s leader famously visited an
agency working with drug users and
commercial sex workers and, from her
experiences there and the specific story
of a drug-using sex worker, added her
party’s support to medical prescription of
heroin. The DPP pressed the government
to introduce the necessary legislation,
threatening otherwise to join the
opposition in proposing a law on heroin
prescription.

Like in the UK during
the Thatcher era, some
of the more radical
approaches towards
drugs policies have been
adopted by right-wing
political parties
In 2008, the government introduced the
enabling legislation. Once the political
decision had been made, the medical
professions were required to clarify how
the programme was to be implemented
and regulated before the programme
was finally introduced. The Danish
programme was established as a pilot
with a research component.
The programme is limited. There are
two clinics in Copenhagen, one each in
Odense, Århus and Esbjerg. They serve
perhaps 200 users, mainly older, longterm opiate users in poor physical health
with little potential for rehabilitation.
Regulations require two visits a
day seven days a week to inject the
prescribed heroin under supervision – it
has to be injected, it can’t be smoked or
sniffed. Former injectors have to resume
the practice to be on the programme.
Methadone is provided for a night-time
dose. These requirements (similar to
other countries) mean that users cannot
be in work, attend courses or contribute

much to family life, including child-care.
According to Peter Ege, former
medical director of the Copenhagen
Drug Addiction Service, there are about
20,000 heroin users in Denmark, “but
only about 1% are in receipt of a heroin
prescription”. As in the UK RIOTT
trial, take-up has been lower than
anticipated because of the stringent
rules surrounding the use of prescribed
heroin. It is an expensive scheme –
pharmaceutical heroin, qualified staff,
premises, controls and regulation –
which changes the status of heroin to
that of a medicine. Peter Ege adds, “the
programme keeps users alive, leads
to improvement or stabilisation of
their health and reduces criminality”.
User organisations and others are
campaigning for amendments to the
regulations as it becomes apparent that
the effects of the regulations were not
fully considered or understood before
implementation.
Behind the headlines, Peter Ege,
regarded by many as the wise old man
of Danish drugs policy, sees substitution
treatment as the ‘real’ success story:
“scripts can be collected on a weekly
basis so the trend has been to retain
users, with a small percentage becoming
drug-free; recovery is seen as a means,
not an end”. The Danish approach is to
aim at improvements in the quality of
life for users and those in treatment.
So the Danish body-politic is a mixed
picture of positive, needs-led practice in
the voluntary sector, viewed favourably
by many politicians, beginning to inform
and influence government policy and
action. Governmental responses in
the coming months will demonstrate
how far this potential can be realised –
with a new question mark around the
exact impact of the new law permitting
consumption rooms.

n Blaine Stothard is a prevention
specialist and Druglink’s book reviews
editor.
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Philippines

Vision
impossible
The government of the Philippines has been
determined to bring about a drug-free nation.
But even with the threat of execution, use of
methamphetamine continues unchecked.
By Andrew Craig
The Philippines has a serious problem
with methamphetamine, or ‘shabu’ as
it is known there. Shabu first appeared
in the country in 1985. Its consumption
quickly spread and, by the late 1990s,
it had become their most widely used
drug. During the past decade, the
Filipino government appeared to have
made progress in combating shabu
by taking a more hard-line approach.
In June 2002, the incoming President,
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, created the
Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency
(PDEA) through The Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002. This act
was designed to help better define the
national anti-drug campaign, and to
impose heavier penalties for offenders:
possession of 50 grams of shabu can
lead to execution. It also integrated the
country’s drug enforcement system with
the new Dangerous Drugs Board (DDB)
which serves as the policy and strategy
formulating body.
From inception, the PDEA strived
for a position of ‘high integrity’,
‘accountability’ and ‘respect for human
dignity’, in an effort to gain the trust
and support of an otherwise sceptical
public. In a country regarded as one of
the most corrupt in Asia, the Arroyo
administration felt that this approach
was necessary for the counter-drug
policy to be effective. Under Director
General Dionisio Santiago, who took
control in 2006, the PDEA began to
have some real success. Within his
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first year, he attacked several ‘megalabs’ (capable of manufacturing up to
300 kilos of methamphetamine per
day) which were producing shabu
nationwide. The PDEA then pursued
the transnational syndicates who were
both importing and manufacturing
methamphetamine in the Philippines.
This apparent success in resisting the
drug, led to the World Bank in 2009
describing the PDEA ‘as one of the least
corrupt government agencies within the
country’. The organisation was praised
further by the US State Department in
its 2010 International Narcotics Control
Strategy Report, where it stated that
the government of the Philippines ‘had
succeeded in enforcing counternarcotics
laws’. Indeed, available statistics appear
to confirm this. According to the Drug
Abuse Information Network for Asia &
Pacific, seizures of methamphetamine
were down from 853kg in 2008 to 63kg
in 2010. PDEA figures also indicate that
numbers entering drug rehabilitation
have declined since 2009.
Simultaneously, the DDB has
introduced various programmes
nationally in order to combat shabu use
in particular. There is drug education
in schools and various community
based facilities have been set up to
promote prevention to youths and
street children. Random drug testing
has been introduced in some schools
and workplaces. Sports are being more
actively heralded as alternatives to

taking illicit substances. In many rural
areas, local councils have erected signs
in villages and towns which discourage
the use of drugs and suggest other life
choices. Further initiatives include ‘Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Week’
which operates nationwide, and ‘Kids
against Drugs’. During the Department of
Health and DDB Conference in February
2012, the government presented plans
for drug treatment centres in all twelve
regions of the country. The DDB’s ‘vision’
is for a drug-free Philippines by 2015.
These measures are laudable for
a country with as meagre public
resources as the Philippines. Given the
introduction of so many anti-narcotic
initiatives, the number of drug users
across the country might be expected to
fall but the picture is more complex.
Since 2000, evidence suggested that
shabu use remained high; consequently,
the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) adopted a more
cautionary tone than the Filippino
government. In its 2008 World Drug
Report, the UNODC stated that the
Philippines ‘continues to have the
world’s highest estimated annual
methamphetamine prevalence rate’ – at
six percent of the population. During
this same year, officials from the PDEA
and the Philippine National Police were
independently quoted as saying that
nearly 200 kilos of shabu were sold daily,
at a cost of over £15 million.
The caution of the U.N. is replaced

by scepticism when you ask people on
the ground. Those that I spoke to have a
very different impression of the extent
of shabu use than that sponsored by the
government.
Julio Gustilo is the Chief of Police
on the small island of Boracay. As the
country’s principal tourist attraction, its
beautiful beach and waters attract both
foreign and domestic tourists alike. Julio
told me, “in my opinion, shabu continues
to be peddled here on the island.
Entertainment hubs like Boracay are
places where people turn to shabu use,
and dealers will try to take advantage of
the situation. I cannot say that shabu use
nationally is increasing or decreasing,
but in Boracay its use increases in the
peak season. I am not aware of any
decline in shabu use here.” From 2005
to 2007, while heading an anti-drugs
operation in the village of Bakhaw, near
the city of Iloilo, he was responsible for
the arrest of around a hundred residents
who were engaged in shabu related
activities. Julio went on to say, “90% of
the village’s population were affected
by illegal drugs. I received many threats
against my life and my family but, thank
God, I’m still here…….shabu is a big
problem.”
Penuel Home Rehabilitation Centre is
run by the ‘Precious Hope Foundation’
and offers rehabilitation from various
addictions. For the equivalent of £450
per month, residents receive faithbased treatment which is integrated
with ‘therapeutic communication’. The
home’s facilitator is Bonn Guia. Now
in his fifties, Bonn was a shabu user
twenty years ago and has worked at the
centre for three years. He informed me
that around 80% of residents at Penuel
Home are dependent on shabu. In Bonn’s
opinion, shabu use is increasing. “During
my time here, we have not noticed a
fall in referrals for shabu users. We
still have many people presenting with
this addiction.” When questioned over
the figures that indicate a reduction in
people entering rehab, Bonn stated that
“the amount of government rehab places
available have been cut due to increasing
bureaucracy. That’s why the numbers are
down.”
Now 24, R.J. (pictured) has been
using shabu since the age of twelve. A
current resident of Penuel Home, R.J.
began dealing cannabis from the age of
fourteen to fund his methamphetamine
habit and, at fifteen, he was arrested
after being caught in possession of two
kilos of marijuana. Recently, while using
up to five grams per day, he became part
of a syndicate that sold shabu. “Everyone
is using it”, he continued, “people from

It is not
surprising that
a country that
suffered for
over twenty years
at the hands of
Ferdinand Marcos
should have such
little faith in its
leaders
all backgrounds were buying
from us. There are more
people taking it now than
ever.” Another resident of
Penuel Home is ‘Kits’. Having
been in treatment for almost
six months, his time in rehab
is almost over. Now thirty
years old, he used shabu
from the age of seventeen.
He claims to have regularly
gone up to six days without
sleeping and has also spent
time in prison. He, too,
believes that shabu use has not declined.
“The price is still going up because
the demand is there. It is now more
expensive than cocaine!”
My taxi from Penuel Home was driven
by 45- year old Renato Garoso. Free of
shabu addiction for around ten years, he
explained how it cost him his marriage.
“My wife left me for another man
because of my addiction. I was using up
to £15 worth per day. All of our money
went on shabu.” He feels that the drug is
still available everywhere. “I’ve removed
myself from that scene but I still know
lots of people that are users. There are
still as many addicts as when I was
using before.”
As Head of Research, Statistics and
Training at a governmental rehabilitation
centre, Anna Faltado is also mistrustful
of the government’s figures. She told me,
“shabu is really wide spread and is like
buying candy from a corner store.” She
believes that communities are aware
of the identities of many of the dealer’s
networks, but they are afraid of reporting
certain individuals due to potential
repercussions. This has the unintended
consequence of protecting those
peddling the drug. She continued, “we
are afraid of what these drug networks
can do to us. Shabu cannot really be
stopped.”
It has been said that statistics are no
substitute for judgement. This sentiment
has resonance when considering that,

despite numerical evidence indicating
an impressive reduction in shabu
consumption, the Filipino public remain
to be convinced. It is not surprising
that a country that suffered for over
twenty years at the hands of Ferdinand
Marcos should have such little faith in
its leaders. Many feel that seizures are
down as shabu is now manufactured
in small, rural locations which make it
easier to evade the authorities. While
seizures of shabu totalled 853kg in 2008,
the daily estimates of sales numbered
200kg per day in the same year. This
would suggest that statements claiming
that the government had ‘succeeded in
enforcing counternarcotics laws’ may be
optimistic.
The PDEA, DDB and a representative
of the Philippine Department of Health
all declined an invitation to comment.
This was an unexpected response given
the readiness of these organisations
to champion the governments’ claims
elsewhere. Their reticence could
be construed, at least partially, as
confirmation of the doubts concerning
the government’s success in combating
shabu. Notwithstanding the ambition
and positive steps taken by the Filipino
authorities, it is manifest that their
‘vision’ is far from being realised.

n Andrew Craig is a freelance journalist
and commentator on international drug
issues.
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The boys on the
hard stuff
Much of Irvine Welsh’s new novel Skagboys was actually written before
Trainspotting, to provide the author with his back story for the bestseller.
So does the prequel work?

Reviews
SKAGBOYS
Irvine Welsh
Jonathan Cape 2012
£12.99

I can still remember when I picked up Trainspotting.
The book hadn’t yet made it into the public
consciousness, but one of the managers at Lifeline
was raving that it was the only book about the
British experience of heroin addiction that came
close to getting it right.
I was sceptical at first. The guy who was raving
about it had no experience of addiction himself
– how would he know how accurate it was? Then
I read it, and I was sold. The only way anyone
could write a book as good as that was if he either
had personal experience, or if he had really close
relationships with the people who were in that
life. And so I quickly came to regard Trainspotting
as the definitive novel on the British heroin
scene. Unfortunately, I didn’t enjoy any of Welsh’s
subsequent novels half as much.
So I had some anxieties about approaching his
new work, Skagboys. In the movies, sequels (and
their bastard half-brother, the prequel) tend to be
a sign that someone is going to cash in on a past
success, and even the best of them tend to be a pale
imitation of the original product. Sadly, this is also
true of Skagboys.
Not that it’s a bad book. At his best, Welsh can be
blisteringly funny, and he’s got a wonderful eye for
pointing out and deflating
the vain and the selfimportant, and particularly
those who exercise their
vanities at the expense of the
disadvantaged.
An interesting feature
of the book is a series of
sections titled ‘Notes on an
epidemic’, in which Welsh
seeks to locate the growth
of heroin use within the
Thatcherite social policies of
the eighties. Welsh correctly
takes the authorities to task
about their woeful failure to
adopt a drug strategy that
would limit and ameliorate
the horrendous levels of HIV
in Edinburgh during this
period.
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With the exception of heroic figures like Dr Roy
Robertson, who was plugging away doing needle
exchange from a community general practice
despite the lack of official approval, the measures
that were taken to combat the spread of the
infection were far too little, far too late. Scotland’s
puritanical theology made the expansion of
substitute prescribing and needle exchange a much
more half-hearted endeavour than it really needed
to be in the light of this public health emergency
– and you have to wonder whether the authorities
would have been quite so sanguine about the
problem if it was any other group that were so
afflicted.
Equally passionate, but somewhat more
problematic, is the way that Welsh deals with the
context of the epidemic of heroin use under the
Thatcherite economy.
It’s undeniable that epidemics of drug use and
addiction have a much larger impact in areas of
social deprivation. Excessive drug use is often a
coping strategy that assists people seeking to deal
with low status, a lack of financial security, and the
various ‘hidden injuries’ of class, as Richard Sennett
once put it.
And given this high prevalence of excessive
use – particularly where it’s tied up with ideas of
machismo that are related to consumption levels
– it’s hardly surprising that you’re going to get
higher levels of addiction in these populations. As
economic deprivation rises, so addiction is likely to
rise.
But the tendency to reduce a complex
phenomenon to a banal economic conspiracy tends
to be irritating wherever you come across it, and
those sections of Skagboys are no exception.
The book is at it’s best when it does what
Trainspotting did so well – showing us the warp
and weft of the lives of the heroin user. And there
is no shortage of moments in Skagboys when the
brilliance of Trainspotting shows itself again. But it
can be a bit of a slog having to wade through a 600
page book while we wait for them. Somewhere in
Skagboys, there’s a great movie waiting to get out.

n Peter McDermott is a freelance writer and
service user member on the NTA Board.

Spirits of the Age
A sometimes controversial take on measures
to reduce drinking among young people.

The publication of Aric Sigman’s Alcohol Nation adds
to the growing bank of evidence and opinion which
has been a feature of UK social policy debate in
the past decade or so. And it adds to the evidence
which indicates that a focus by governments, here
and elsewhere, on illegal drugs has been, variously,
ill-advised, mis-directed and a diversion from the
very real risks and dangers posed by alcohol use.
Sigman’s focus on young people and alcohol is
particularly to be welcomed, and reflects some of
the trends illustrated in the ESPAD surveys. It also
reinforces the increasing emphasis on substance
use as a social, cultural and public health issue, not
primarily a criminal justice issue.
The Chief Medical Officer’s Guidance on the
Consumption of alcohol by children and young people,
published at the end of 2009, advised parents that
“an alcohol-free childhood is the healthiest and best
option. However, if children drink alcohol, it should
not be until at least the age of 15 years.” Sigman
has done his own trawl of the literature and goes
somewhat further with his conclusion: no alcohol
until the age of at least twenty four and a half.
Alcohol Nation takes the reader effortlessly
through the social and legislative context of young
people’s drinking in the UK today, paying special
attention to the role of parenting. Even before birth,
Sigman warns, exposure to alcohol in the womb
“increases alcohol consumption in the adolescent”
(by making it smell and taste better). He is keen to
debunk the (French) approach of allowing children
watered-down wine with meals: “while many
believe that children benefit from the role modelling
and restraint displayed at the family dinner
table, they have not considered the biochemical,
genetic and neurological processes at work.” These
processes are then explained in fairly simple terms,
illustrated with various studies from the literature.
The links between alcohol and sexual behaviour,
obesity, accidents, mental health etc are all covered
with respect to their impact on young people.
Comparisons are drawn, where the data permits,
between young people’s drinking and health
behaviour in the UK and Europe and America. Much
of this will be familiar to professionals in the alcohol
field. The final chapters give some very direct advice
for parents on how to deal with alcohol, drawing on
the ideas about parenting espoused in Sigman’s last

Reviews
ALCOHOL
NATION:
Aric Sigman
Piatkus, 2011

book, The Spoilt Generation: Why Restoring Authority
Will Make Our Children and Society Happier.
Although scathing about the influence of the
drinks industry in alcohol policy and education,
Sigman steers clear of making detailed policy
recommendations, other than to point out the
muddled absurdity of laws which permit children
to be given alcohol at home from the age of five,
which allow 16 and 17 year olds to drink alcohol
with a meal in pubs (if accompanied by an adult),
and which prohibit the sale of alcohol to under 18s.
A single legal drinking age is called for, he suggests,
even if it is unenforceable. The arguments about
alcohol pricing are considered, and point clearly
towards raising the price to reduce harm to children.
Sigman has been criticised elsewhere for
cherry-picking data to make his points. This can
perhaps be forgiven in a book setting out such
forthright opinions, but professionals would be
wise to bear it in mind when reading Alcohol
Nation. His repeated assertion, for example, that
the French mortality rate
for alcoholic liver cirrhosis
is twice ours, is out of date
and misleading (the French
rate was lower as of 2007).
However, Alcohol Nation is
thought provoking and a good
read, and will be of interest to
professionals in the alcohol
and young people fields,
and to parents everywhere.
We are a long way from
achieving a drinking culture
that supports alcohol-free
childhood – hopefully this is
another step on the way.

n Libby Ranzetta is
Founder of the Alcohol
Academy, Alcohol Policy
UK (www.alcoholpolicy.net),
and Director of Ranzetta
Consulting, public health
specialists for alcohol.
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Headspace
...drugs from the left field

l Martin Barnes

is DrugScope’s Chief Executive

What goes around…
In the long shadow of the Spending
Review and the commitment to
remove the deficit, reform of the social
security and welfare system has been
high profile and (in parts) popular for
the government. Despite a planned
reduction of £18 billion a year in the
welfare budget, the Prime Minister
recently called for ‘a real national debate’
to ask ‘some fundamental, searching
questions’ about benefits for people of
working age – e.g., potentially more cuts.
Soon after the Coalition government
was formed, the Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP) surprised many (in
a good way) by abandoning plans to give
Jobcentre staff new powers concerning
claimants with drug and alcohol
problems. The previous government
stepped back from a requirement
to undergo drug treatment or face
benefit sanctions, but went ahead with
legislation requiring claimants to answer
questions about drug or alcohol use; to
undergo an assessment on a ‘reasonable
suspicion’ of problematic use; and, on a
suspicion, to undergo drug testing.
The drug strategy 2010 crystallised
the government’s different approach:
the benefit system would be used to
support people to engage in treatment
and recovery, with no targeted sanctions
for people with a drug or alcohol
dependence. As well as introducing
‘tailored conditionality’, to provide ‘the
necessary time and space’ to focus on
recovery, the government would also
explore ‘incentives…to encourage and
rewards treatment take-up.’
It was therefore surprising when,
in May, The Guardian reported the
government was considering introducing
benefit sanctions for ‘alcoholics and
addicts’ who ‘refuse treatment for
their condition’. The report was based
on information from an unnamed
‘government source’. Officials were as
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surprised as DrugScope at the news.
Does this kite-flying suggest a
reversal of the commitment in the drug
strategy and a hardening of approach to
people with drug and alcohol problems?
Possibly, although it is unlikely to reflect
the view of ministers and officials
leading on the drug strategy.
The drug strategy annual review,
published in May, includes a
commitment to ‘challenging the stigma
that can be associated with dependence’
that can act as a barrier to recovery. This
would not be consistent with introducing
targeted sanctions for people with drug
or alcohol problems. The ‘unnamed
government source’ may perhaps be
closer to Whitehall than the home of the
DWP at Caxton House.
Media coverage of the Prime
Minister’s ‘national debate’ speech on
welfare focused on the political context,
timing, and specific suggestions such as

removing housing benefit for under 25s.
But – unreported – the speech included
the following (which is worth quoting
at length): ‘The last idea for debate is
about what we should expect from those
receiving benefits…For those on sickness
benefits too, it might be right for them to
take more steps to improve their health.
Today if someone is signed off work
with a bad back there’s no requirement
to take steps to get well to keep on
receiving that benefit – even if they could
be getting free physiotherapy to get back
to health and start working again.’
In a nutshell – if a requirement to
undergo medical treatment is to apply
to bad backs, it is likely to apply to ‘drug
addicts’.
We know that people with drug and
alcohol problems are often stigmatised,
demonised and excluded – the work
of the UK Drug Policy Commission
has provided evidence beyond the
anecdotal. Progress is being made – the
government accepts that stigma is
an issue. But revisiting sanctions for
people with drug problems may be more
about focusing attention on another
group – benefit claimants – who are
often, and increasingly, stigmatised and
demonised – particularly in sections of
the media, jumping on not-so-nuanced
announcements by politicians.
Before joining DrugScope, I worked
for the Child Poverty Action Group
(CPAG) having previously been a welfare
benefits adviser at a citizens advice
bureau. Personal experience of claiming
benefit has been limited, but enough
to remember the miserable conditions
when signing on: the long queues,
interminable waiting times, bolted-down
chairs and demoralised staff behind
shatter-proof screens about as happy to
be there as the claimants. Today, at least,
the environment at Jobcentres is more
humane.
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More profound and lasting, was
the raw experience of helping people
to establish entitlement under the
law, before even trying to navigate the
sometimes soul-destroying ‘no man’s
land’ of forms, assessments, processes,
delays and appeals. The first CPAG guide
to the benefit system, published in the
early 1970s, was the size of a small
pamphlet– the latest edition of the CPAG
Handbook (printed, out of necessity, on
‘bible paper’) is 1,644 pages long.
The system was, and has increasingly
become, complex. Not because it is more
generous, but because, for example,
there is: evidence to provide and time
limits to abide by; checks, conditions,
means-tests, requirements, thresholds,
obligations and reviews to satisfy. The
system requires the most personal,
sensitive, private and sometimes
embarrassing of information to be
provided: your income (and partner’s);
savings (e.g. bank account details);
living arrangements (e.g. who do you
live with?); relationships (e.g. are
you cohabiting?); medical conditions
for you and your family (e.g. are you
incontinent?); mobility needs (e.g.can
you walk to the post office?; have you got
limbs missing?); employment history;
reasons for losing employment; etc, etc,
and so on .
Applying for a job is stressful. Filling
in a tax return is annoying – things
that we chose to do or become use to.
But dipping even a tentative toe into
the social security system is for many
a leap into the unknown. It can be
scary, degrading, unpredictable and
humiliating. How much more so if ‘the
system’ requires claimants to answer
(on speculation) questions about drug or
alcohol use?
Of course, there are some who
exploit, manipulate, and abuse the
system. Whatever the motive, it is

Revisiting sanctions
for people with drug
problems may be more
about focusing attention
on benefit claimants
who are often, and
increasingly, stigmatised
and demonised
understandable that people ‘who play
by the rules’ feel aggrieved. Just as we do
with investment bankers, dodgy expense
claims and others who find imaginative
ways to work systems. Respective
governments have been clamping down
on social security fraud for decades –
official figures suggest annual fraud of
£1.3 billion. Not an insignificant sum
but, in context, less than 2 per cent of
all expenditure, and much less than
the amount going unclaimed. When
politicians claim, for example, that new
assessments show that ‘X per cent’ of
disability claimants are able to work,
it does not mean (despite implication
through the prism of the media) that
there has been error or fraud – evidenced
by the high proportion of decisions
overturned on appeal.
Having had an insight into the
gyrations of social security policy
since the mid- 1980s, there is a regular,
cyclical, feeling of déjà vu.
When the Prime Minister floated
removing housing benefit for under 25s,
there was an echo of the policy decision
in the 1980s to remove benefit for 16 and
17 year olds. The argument then was
that those not in employment, education
or training could live at home. Fine in

theory, but in practice many could not
live at home and ended up literally on
the streets. Lives were permanently
damaged.
Previous governments reduced
investment in ‘bricks and mortar’ (i.e.
direct investment in housing) and
restrictions on the amount landlords
could charge for rents – and then
expressed concern that housing benefit
increased with rent levels.
But that did not stop ‘reform’ of
housing benefit – indeed, the impact
of the Social Security Act 1986 was
accepted as so severe, that the then
government introduced a ‘transitional
housing benefit’ scheme: those who lost
more than £2.50 a week ( a lot of money,
then and now) could receive a temporary
‘rebate’. It was a nightmare to claim for
and administer.
Today, as more stringent conditions
for the long term unemployed
are introduced, I remember the
introduction of Jobseekers Allowance
in the 1990s – which extended means
testing (at the expense of national
insurance based payments), and
was then unrivalled internationally
in what unemployed people had to
do to receive benefit. Easy to forget
that the definition of ‘unemployed’
was changed up to 30 times, most
reducing the official claimant count;
people on unemployment benefit were
‘encouraged’ by unemployment offices to
claim sickness benefits, further reducing
the headcount.
In the last Autumn Statement the
Chancellor announced a possible further
£10 billion reduction in welfare spending.
Be alert to further ‘softening’ of public
opinion and coded (or not so coded) nods
towards the ‘deserving’ and undeserving’
– and more headlines about people with
drug and alcohol problems claiming
benefits.
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Research

Treatment staff matter

In trying to establish ‘what works in treatment’, most studies focus
on the intervention itself while relegating staff to ‘noises off’. But as
Mike Ashton shows, shift the focus and the results can be surprising.
For most research, the impact of the therapist is ‘noise in the system’
to be eliminated, so it can focus on the therapy. In doing so, it risks
eliminating what matters, in order to focus on what generally does not.
In the 1930s, psychologist Saul Rosenzweig argued that despite
fiercely contested differences, psychotherapies produce equivalent
outcomes through shared common factors. He called this the ‘Dodo
Bird’ effect, from the Alice in Wonderland episode when a puzzled
dodo bird declares at the end of a race, “Everybody has won and all
must have prizes”. Once a marginal challenge to scientific orthodoxy,
this thinking is now more mainstream.
But the implicit assumption that therapy is a technical fix like
repairing a car – turn the right spanner the prescribed number of
times in the prescribed direction, and it will work, no need to be have a
relationship to the car – continues to dominate the research agenda.
Findings attempted to redress this imbalance through the fivepart Manners Matter series (1) devoted to the importance of sensitivity,
helpfulness, and the systematic implementation of a personal,
welcoming response. The importance of matching the style of the
therapy – and in particular its directiveness – to the expectations and
needs of the individual patient was a major theme.
Other highlights on the Findings site include the most wide-ranging
investigation ever of the organisational health of British treatment
services (2). It found that staff working in an atmosphere of support,
respect, and concern for their development, tended to have clients who
also felt understood, respected, supported and helped.
Also from the UK, research at a single service threw up the
intriguing but tentative possibility that non-conformist workers who
value hedonism and stimulation help marginalised problem drug
users most, because their values match those of their clients (3). Such
findings are likely to be highly dependent on the type of patient and
service and the surrounding culture – like the US finding that 12-step
alcohol therapists were less directive than motivational interviewers,
so did best with relatively angry patients. To British eyes, it may seem
counter-intuitive, but in the US context there is no need for 12-step
therapists to be directive – that philosophy is the wallpaper of US
addiction treatment.
The importance of the counsellor stretches even to interventions
with people not seeking help at all, but typically identified through
screening in general medical services. An example, and not an isolated
one, comes from a Swiss emergency department, where despite similar
staff qualifications, experience and training, heavy drinkers (especially
those uncertain about cutting back) responded well to counsellors who
demonstrated acceptance and embodied the spirit of motivational
interviewing, but poorly to others (4). At the extremes, one counsellor’s
patients ended up drinking on average 18 UK units more per week,
while another registered an average nine unit reduction.

Selected entries from the Drug and Alcohol Findings Effectiveness
Bank project. For the full story with links visit: http://findings.org.uk/
count/downloads/download.php?file=DL4.php
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SOURCE STUDIES
1. Manners really do matter
Ashton M. et al. Manners Matter series. Drug and
Alcohol Findings: 2004–2006.
Consisting of:
• The power of the welcoming reminder;
• Can we help?;
• The motivational hello;
• Motivational arm twisting: contradiction in
terms?;
• My way or yours?
2. The organisational health of British treatment
services
Simpson D., Rowan-Szal G.A., Joe G.W. et
al. “Relating counselor attributes to client
engagement in England.” Journal of Substance
Abuse Treatment: 2009, 36, p. 313–320.
The most wide-ranging investigation ever of
the organisational health of British treatment
services. Based on questionnaires sent to 44
voluntary and statutory agencies in and around
Manchester, Birmingham, and Wolverhampton.
3. Are non-conformist hedonists the best drug
workers for Britain?
Phillips R., Bourne H. “The impact of worker
values on client outcomes within a drug treatment
service.” International Journal of Drug Policy: 2008,
19(1), p. 33–41.
At an English non-statutory service working with
socially excluded problem drug users, clients
seemed to improve most when in their own lives
their workers prioritised independent thought
and action, excitement, variation and risk, and
self-indulgent pleasure. Workers who prioritised
security and conformity had the worst outcomes.
4. Counsellor matters even in brief interventions
Gaume J., Gmel G., Faouzi M. et al. “Counselor
skill influences outcomes of brief motivational
interventions.” Journal of Substance Abuse
Treatment: 2009, 37, p. 151–159.
At a Swiss emergency department, and despite
similar staff qualifications, experience and
training, heavy drinkers identified through
screening (especially those uncertain about
cutting back) responded well to counsellors who
demonstrated acceptance and embodied the spirit
of motivational interviewing, but poorly to others.

factsheet
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Benzo Fury
Benzo Fury is a brand name for a ‘legal high’. Tests
usually show it to be the chemical 6-(2-aminopropyl)
benzofuran (6-APB), an analogue of the class A
substance MDA. The drug is a stimulant and a
phenethylamine. It has similar effects to MDMA
(Ecstasy). The name comes from the benzofuran
ring in the chemical structure and should not be
confused with benzodiazepines, which have entirely
different effects.
Similar to many ‘legal highs’, the contents of
the product can vary and may include substances
which are illegal. Test analyses of Benzo Fury have
shown that it can contain a structurally similar
compound 5-APB, other substances such as D2PM
(Diphenylprolinol), a Class B drug, and sometimes
simply caffeine.
Appearance: Can be found in pill, gel capsule,
pellet or white or tan grainy powder form. The
powder form generally appears to be sold under the
chemical name 6-APB.
Cost: Pellets cost approx £10 per pellet, powder form
costs approx £36 per gram.
Route of administration: Benzo Fury is often
consumed orally, either by swallowing pills, pellets
or capsules, wrapping powder in a cigarette paper
(bombing) or by mixing in a soft drink. The powder
form can be snorted although oral appears to be the
preferred route by most users, as users report nasal
use can be unpleasant and painful.

Onset of effects and duration:

This factsheet has
been adapted for
Druglink from an
original Crew2000/
DrugWatch
publication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased heart rate and blood pressure
Increased body temperature
Chest pains/Palpitations
Dilated pupils
Sweating
Teeth grinding
Jaw clenching
Dry mouth
Increased thirst
Sleeplessness/insomnia
Difficulty with urination
Kidney pain
Liver damage
Nausea and vomiting
Headaches
Suppressed appetite
Eye jitters (nystagmus)

Mental:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feeling of stimulation and excitement
Euphoria
Empathy
Perception of increased energy
Alertness
Urge to talk
Sexual arousal
Visual and auditory hallucinations (hearing and
seeing things)
Anxiety
Paranoia
Panic
Poor concentration
Mental confusion
Poor short term memory

Varies from 15 – 90 mins, depending on route of
administration. Typically a nasal dose will come on
more quickly, while an oral dose will generally take
longer. Users often report it comes on in waves.
Likened to an MDMA type experience, benzo fury
tends to reach its peak within 2-3 hours from an oral
dose and then will plateau for an average period of
4 hours. Coming down is described as gradual with
effects lessening in intensity but potentially lasting
up to 14 hours or more.

Long term effects/known harms:

Typical effects and side effects:

Not currently controlled under the Misuse of Drugs
Act in the UK at time of writing. Benzo Fury could be
subjected to a temporary class drug order if there is
deemed sufficient concern.

Physical:
• Rushes

Benzo Fury is a relatively unknown substance (and
the active ingredient can vary). Little is known about
the long-term effects and potential harms. As 6-APB
is structurally similar to MDA, its risk profile may be
similar, with overstimulation of the central nervous
and cardiovascular system potential concerns.

Legal status:
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Diaries
Dr Sandra Oelbaum
Clinical lead
Addaction Liverpool

Two fellas were shot last night. One
is dead; the paper calls him ‘a highranking member of Norris Green’s
notorious Strand Gang’. These North
Liverpool gangs seem to be bored
estate lads, almost 100% white, fired up
and united by having enemy gangs to
hate. It’s a turf war, but what converts
it from playground to crime scene is
the ready supply of firearms, and the
skunk connection. Last year, Home
Office figures for drug-related offences
gave Liverpool a figure of 15.9 per 1,000
population, compared to a national
average of 4.2.
My first patient of the day, Ste, lives
in Nogsey (as they call Norris Green).
He gives me his theories: it wasn’t the
Crockie Crew that did it, he says, it was a
third gang. The streets are full of armed
bizzies, he says; scores of arrests; a wall
of silence.
Ste has himself just been arrested,
for breaching his ASBO. He was sent to
us from the Mags (Magistrate’s Court). I
have been part of the DIP Service since
2006, so it is not surprising we recognise
each other. He greets me like an old
friend: ‘Y’aright Doch?
Ste has arrived with his keyworker.
My clinic list tells me my first three
patients are Ste, Stevie and Steve; they
all turn out to have severely cropped hair
and serious pale blue eyes, and share
a resemblance to their namesake, the
Liverpool and England captain. Ste is
middle-aged, like most of my methadone
patients. He needs to restart his script.
The notes say he is ‘doing well in his
recovery journey but is hampered by
deteriorating physical and mental
health’. I am concerned about his bad
chest, alcoholism and HepC. I’m due to
phone the liver unit at the Royal this
afternoon to discuss expanding our
HepC work at Addaction.
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I tell Ste he must see his GP urgently
to get inhalers for his emphysema.
I reach for a form which Addaction
has developed in partnership with
the chest specialists at the Royal, to
examine the prevalence of emphysema
among ex-heroin users.

Ste is middle-aged,
like most of my
methadone patients.
He needs to restart
his script. The
notes say he is
‘doing well in his
recovery journey
but is hampered
by deteriorating
physical and mental
health’
I put Question One: ‘How far can you
walk without getting breathless?’ Ste
responds with a vivid account of his
walk this morning past the crime
scene, passing tearful yobbos bearing
roses to lay in tribute to the fallen hero.
Addaction are also busy with
the bizzies at the moment. The DIP
Manager wants to talk with me today
about how we can help people who
have become dependent on cannabis.
For cannabis, read skunk, Liverpool’s
no.1 illegal drug. For us, it’s about
helping individual users; for the police,
it’s about the dealers, the cannabis
farms, the gangland shootings. We are
trying to combine agendas.
I turn to Ste’s mental health. Like

most people in his situation, he has
chronic depression and anxiety. A
discussion follows between me, Ste and
the keyworker as to whether Ste would
benefit from seeing one of Addaction’s
counselors.
I need to get a letter off to his GP.
Ste is unlikely to visit her much, so
my letter may well turn out to be the
most comprehensive and up-to-date
account of his health. I know his GP:
she is part of the Liverpool Shared Care
scheme. We think our Shared Care
model is one of the best in the country.
More than half the city’s practices are
on board, and those that aren’t simply
feel their handful of addicts is too tiny
to make it a concern – and anyway,
these practices can always make use
of Addaction’s ‘intermediate clinics’,
where we prescribe methadone and
buprenorphine.
Leading the Shared Care service is
one of my key jobs, and this means a lot
of networking with PCT commissioners,
Public Health officials and city
councillors. This afternoon, I am visiting
a couple of GPs who I think are willing to
expand their services. Being a part-time
GP myself (with a Special Interest in
Substance Misuse), my role for Addaction
is to bridge the gap between specialist
services and primary care.
Ste’s appointment finishes and he
shuffles out to smoke a rollie while we
sort out the prescription. I encourage the
keyworker to make Ste’s GP appointment
for him. Liaising with GPs is not
something a keyworker would have had
the confidence to do a few years ago. I
watch as Ste and his mate set off for the
pharmacy, arguing cheerfully about the
footie.
Names have been changed to protect patient
confidentiality.
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Dance Drugs
Naloxone
Service User Expertise

HOT TOPICS

Drug Treatment
Liverpool, 20 September 2012
Ketamine Merseyside Maritime Museum
Albert Dock
Web 2.0
PIEDs
Injecting Ritual
Hepatitis C
Prison Harm Reduction
SPEAKERS INCLUDE :
Dr Adam Winstock
Mat Southwell
Jamie Bridge
Sara McGrail
Martin Chandler
Stephen Heller-Murphy

Nigel Brunsdon
Matt Gleeson
Chris Rintoul
Iain ‘Buff’ Cameron
Joanne Branigan

Special
networking
event the night
before. Details to
be announced.
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hit.org.uk

For more details and to book your place visit the
HIT website. Exhibitors, please contact Maddie
O’Hare (maddie@hit.org.uk) for more information.

DrugScope conference

A question of balance:
delivering an inclusive
treatment and recovery
system
Tuesday 6th November 2012

For preliminary programme and booking form
go to: www.drugscope.org.uk/documents/
conference2012.pdf
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Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street, London WC2B 5DA

